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Neil Young is one of rock and roll’s most important and enigmatic figures, a legend from the
sixties who is still hugely influential today. He has never granted a writer access to his inner life –
until now. Based on six years of interviews with more than three hundred of Young’s associates,
and on more than fifty hours of interviews with Young himself, Shakey is a fascinating, prodigious
account of the singer’s life and career. Jimmy McDonough follows Young from his childhood in
Canada to his cofounding of Buffalo Springfield to the huge success of Crosby, Stills, Nash and
Young to his comeback in the nineties. Filled with never-before-published words directly from the
artist himself, Shakey is an essential addition to the top shelf of rock biographies.



Acclaim for Jimmy McDonough’sSHAKEY“A mammoth portrait of the artist and lively
exhumation of rock ’n’ roll history…. [McDonough] traces a rich turbulent career in vivid detail.”—
The New York Times“Imaginatively written…. Not only is Shakey an extraordinary literary feat of
research and affection and endurance, it’s an insight into the art of biography itself.”—Fort Worth
Star-Telegram“Delves further into the life and motives of one of music’s most private individuals
than anything previously released…. Surprisingly comprehensive and thoroughly enjoyable….
The most detailed portrait of this shrouded artist to date.”—San Jose Mercury
News“Exhaustively researched, impressively detailed…. The long passages in which
McDonough steps aside to let Young talk are the most revealing. ‘One day I’m a jerk,’ Young
says, ‘the next day I’m a genius.’ This book argues artfully for the latter.”—People“Like meeting
Brando’s Kurtz in a cave at the end of Apocalypse Now. … Young comes across as a Jekyll-and-
Hyde loner whose life has unfolded like a reckless chemistry experiment—a control freak on an
endless quest for the uncontrolled moment.”—Maclean’s (Canada)“McDonough is an avid fan,
music critic and impartial journalist all in one…. [He] deftly weaves Young’s life, actions and art
together…. What was known of Young’s life before was akin to a series of rough demos. In
Shakey, McDonough delivers a full double-album.”—Rocky Mountain News“Does what most
rock bios don’t: It fails to fawn, it delivers the juice, it subjects the hero to the scrutiny and
disappointment of a fan…. A pageturning good read.”—Houston Chronicle“Fascinating
reading…. McDonough gives us as good a look at [Young’s] cards as we’re likely to get.”—The
Tampa Tribune“[Shakey’s] unprecedented access makes for an entertaining read: McDonough,
more than any music journalist since Peter Guralnick in his authoritative Careless Love: The
Unmaking of Elvis Presley, has succeeded in stripping a star of his iconography.”—The Observer
(London)“Crammed with razor-sharp insights and mind-boggling detail, Shakey is a rock-solid
literary triumph, as inspired and inspiring as the eccentric figure it evokes with such frustrated
devotion.”—The Guardian (London)“McDonough … pores through Young’s life with vivid prose
and blunt detail, and he is unashamed to insert some stinging opinions. In his probing
conversations with Young … he challenges the formidable artist in ways that few others would
dare.”—Pittsburgh Post-Gazette“It’s hard to imagine anyone trying to better this book…. It has
what Young values above all else … passion.”—Evening Standard (London)JIMMY
MCDONOUGHSHAKEYJimmy McDonough is a journalist who has contributed to such
publications as Variety, Film Comment, Mojo, Spin, and Juggs. But he is perhaps best known for
his intense, definitive Village Voice profiles of such artists as Jimmy Scott, Neil Young, and
Hubert Selby, Jr. Jimmy is also the author of The Ghastly One: The Sex-Gore Netherworld of
Filmmaker Andy Milligan. He lives in the Pacific Northwest.for George “The Johnson” Hedgesfor
Carole Nicksin and her Razor LoveJust think of me as one you never figured.—Neil Young,
“Powderfinger”acknowledgmentsWithout friend, lawyer, musician and soon-to-be author George
Hedges, this book would not exist. Thanks to Christy Hedges, too.One very big reason this book
made it to print is John Kopf. John, I was an absentee friend for many years and yet you still
stood by me at a particularly critical juncture. I thank you for your many ideas, not to mention



your finesse at delivering a summons. Thanks as well to Joni and Loretta Alice Kopf.Charlie
Beesley has been a selfless force in many people’s lives—particularly my own. He went over the
manuscript thousands of times, making countless improvements and bringing out the best of me
in the process. I consider this his book as much as mine. By the way, Charlie—the monkey’s
gone, but Darin stayed in.Editor Bruce Tracy entered the picture at the eleventh hour (well, the
first eleventh hour), and saved this project from doom, making sense of a thousand-page-plus
manuscript without diluting any of its many peculiarities. Bruce stuck by Shakey—for years. Ann
Godoff, thanks for publishing this book. Diana Frost: a very heartfelt (but bland) thank you.
Private joke.Bill Bentley, senior vice president/Media Relations at Warner Bros./ Reprise
Records, got me to Neil Young in the first place, and he believed in this project when everybody
else laughed in my face. He is a rare entity at a record company: He loves music and the people
who make it. I owe it all to you, Bill.I would particularly like to thank three of the greatest guys in
the world: the late David Briggs, the late Jack Nitzsche and Frank “Poncho” Sampedro.Joel
Bernstein went to absurd lengths to help this project, while at the same time remaining loyal and
protective of his boss (not to mention his archives). It is regrettable that he was unable to go over
the manuscript for errors before publication, but as Joe Simon once sang, “It be’s that way
sometimes.” Hopefully Joel’s eight-CD edit of the Neil Young Archives will someday see light of
day. David Briggs certainly approved of the idea.Bruce Van Dalsem worked through the many,
many complexities of publication with the finesse of a master jeweler. I still don’t know how he
did it.Thanks to the mighty Henry Gradstein and also Greg Bodell.Agent Jeff Posternak stayed
the fraught-with-obstacles course while policing every detail. Andrew Wylie guided with an iron
hand. Special thanks to the extremely patient Bridget Love (wherever you are).A long time ago I
wrote a story about Gary Stewart. It evolved into an epic longer than the Bible. Kit Rachlis
recognized my abilities when no one else cared and taught me plenty about how to tell a story. A
writer couldn’t have a better mentor.Yuval Taylor is a great editor who initially unlocked the ideas
I had within. His help came at a crucial time.It has been my good fortune to have a once-a-week
lunch with Richard Meltzer for the past few years. We were in some awful hamburger joint one
smoky afternoon when Richard pointed to one of my interview transcripts and suggested an
idea that completely changed the direction of my last two books. Idiots who don’t know any
better label Meltzer a music writer. Richard’s talents are way beyond that. He doesn’t
compromise, and he stands taller than any of his peers. One day the world will recognize him for
what he is: a complete original.My deepest thanks to Allison Brown—wherever you are—for
playing me “A Man Needs a Maid” many years ago.So many people around Neil Young helped
me and asked nothing in return. Some remain off the record; others spoke freely. Interviewees
are listed in the Source Notes. In particular I would like to thank Zeke Young, Sandy Mazzeo,
Ralph Molina, Billy Talbot, Ken Viola, Brian Stone and Charlie Greene. Personal to Dave
McFarlin: It’s all your fault. Special thanks to Leo Trombetta for all his ideas, and for keeping me
laughing.My thanks to the archivists: Pete Long was helpful with many a panicked last-minute
query. His book Ghosts on the Road: Neil Young in Concert remains definitive. Also thanks to



Scott Oxman, Jef Michael Piehler, Bill Wilner, Neil Skok, David Koepp, Steve Espinola, Mike
Thomas, Nathan Wirth, Steve Virone, Kristopher J. Sproul and Frank Zychowitz. A particular
thanks to Dave Zimmer and video archivist extraordinaire David Peck at Reelin’ in the Years
Productions. Colleen Jean Matan for her friendship and support. NPFHs do amount to
something, Colleen.Janet Wygal (aka the “Wygalator”) and her copyediting crew did a superb
job fine-tuning a total mess of a manuscript (special thanks to Beth “Mouth Like a Sailor”
Thomas). My thanks as well to Daniel Rembert for the stunning cover design, and Katie Zug,
who was exceptional at handling production details and ferreting out photo rights.My brother,
John McDonough, was a great help when I needed it most. My gratitude goes out to Janet,
Nancy, Megan and Kate McDonough; Mary Jo, Robert, Andy, Emilee and (the future) Lee
Berner; Chris and Kelly Richards. I believe I got a lot of my moxie from my father, Joe
McDonough. Too bad you’re not around to see this, Dad.Thanks to those who have always been
there one way or another: Elizabeth Main, Bruce Kitzmeyer, Eliza Paley, Craig Leibner, Krissy
Boden, Leo Trombetta, Dale Lawrence, Sally Mayrose, Sarah Heldman, Kat Heldman, Joy
Heldman, Nicki Laurin, and in particular my guardian angel, Neva Friedenn. A very special
thanks to Bettina Briggs. And, as always, the incomparable Lux and Ivy.Also thanks to: Wendy
Swanson, Rudolph Grey, Kathy Kerr, Arvella Kinkaid, Dave Dunton, Jaan Uhelszki, Jonny
Whiteside, Karen Schneider, Bill Rhodes, Jerry Morris, Kim Morgan, Amy Salit, Gregg
Turkington, Link and Olive Wray, Jimmy Vapor, Maria Wirtanen, Gary Kincade, Barb Dehgan,
Anna Hinterkopf, Isaac the waiter, Isaako Si’uleo, Jill Nees, Mark Linn and Christy Canyon. In
Australia: Kate, Carl, Sean and Debbie Wisdom; Bill, Eleanor and Graham Bowen; Kerry and
Rita Wisdom; and movie expert supreme Sam McBride. Thanks to the Waser and Roberts
families, particularly Lorraine and Ray Waser—a great logger, farmer and good friend. Thanks to
Stan Pachter for just about everything. Hair by Jerry Ripley, Tonsorial Parlor. Eliza Wimberly,
period. In dreams.In the early years of this project, Kent and Nancy Beyda not only put up with
me but kept a roof over my head and food in mouth. I turned their lives upside down in the
process, and I don’t know why they put up with it, but they never gave less than everything. Their
daughter, Emily, always brought a smile to my lips, even in the darker moments. Emily, your
parents are true patrons of the arts.A very special thank you to the Fabulous Lucy Fur and her
favorite Shakey fan, Mike “Mad Dog” Merrigan.Natalia Wisdom endured many a hippie
nightmare in the past decade plus. Against all odds, she kept me—and my crazy dreams—alive.
Natalia, I know the many sacrifices you made so I could finally accomplish what I set out to do.
Now let’s make a few of your dreams come true.—Jimmy McDonoughinnaresting characters—
Who gave you the Nixon mask?I can’t recall, as John Dean would say. I’ll always tell ya if I
remember, Jimmy. You talk about things and it comes back.—Every question seems to stir up
something in you.Not the answers you were looking for … but they’re answers, heh heh. Hard to
remember things. It’s all there, though. Maybe we oughta go into hypnotherapy, fuckin’ go right
back. Take like, six months to get zoned in on the Tonight’s the Night sessions—exactly what
was happening? “Okay, we’re gonna go back a little further today, Neil….”—I’m frustrated.Hey,



well, you’ve been frustrated since the beginning, heh heh. You’re not frustrated because of this—
we’re doing it. You’re asking questions and I’m answering them. What could be less frustrating
than THAT?—Maybe I should tell people in the intro you don’t wanna do the book. You can tell
’em if you want. The bottom line is if it went against the grain so hard, I wouldn’t be doin’ it. The
thing is, it’s not necessarily my first love. I think that’s a subtle way of puttin’ it. Heh heh.The first
time Jon McKeig really encountered Shakey he was under a car. Shakey’s a nickname—from
alter ego Bernard Shakey, sometime moviemaker. It’s just one of many aliases: Joe Yankee,
overdubber; Shakey Deal, blues singer; Phil Perspective, producer. The world knows him as Neil
Young.McKeig had been toiling away on Nanoo, a blue and white ’59 Cadillac Eldorado Biarritz
convertible of Young’s, for months without actually seeing him. The car was a mess, but McKeig
would soon realize that this was Shakey’s M.O., buying beyond-dead wrecks for peanuts, then
sparing no expense to bring them back to life. “I can name five automobiles he has that the parts
cars were in better shape than the cars that were restored.” McKeig shook his head. “That’s
extreme. I don’t believe anybody anywhere goes to that length. If the car smells wrong, you’re
screwed; if it squeaks, it’s not cool … he’s fanatical.”One day Neil happened in for a personal
inspection. “Neil came right over to the car, looked at it and—I’ll be damned—all of a sudden he
went down to the concrete and slid right underneath. All you could see was his tennis
shoes.”McKeig asked Young how far he wanted to go with the thrashed Cadillac. “Neil looked me
straight in the eye and said calmly, ‘As long as it’s museum quality.’” McKeig shuddered. “I never
heard it said like that—‘museum quality.’ Then he left. That’s all that was said. I never saw him—
for years after.” Decades later, Nanoo still isn’t finished.Cars are a major part of Shakey’s world.
He’s written countless songs in them and they figure into more than a few of his lyrics: “Trans
Am,” “Long May You Run,” “Motor City,” “Like an Inca (Hitchhiker),” “Drifter,” “Roll Another Number
(For the Road),” “Sedan Delivery,” “Get Gone”; the list goes on.Young would even advise me on
touch-up paint and carburetor problems—until I flipped my ’66 Falcon Futura twice off the side of
a twolane, nearly killing myself. Out on the road in his bus, Young called me a few days after.
“See, Neil?” I said. “You tried to bump me off, but I’m still here. Now I gotta finish the book.”
Unnerved, he immediately called back after we hung up. “Jimmy,” he said, his voice awash in
cellular static, “just want ya to know I’m glad ya didn’t die in the wreck.” Shakey and I had a
colorful relationship. But that was all in the future.Right now it was April 1991, and I was in Los
Angeles, watching McKeig—now Young’s live-in auto restorer and maintenance man—pilot
members of Neil’s family through the service areas of the L.A. Sports Arena in a sleek black ’54
Caddy that Young called Pearl: He nicknames everything. It was a stunning vehicle. He had paid
$400 for the car in 1974 and spent years and a fortune restoring it. Legend has it that some rich
Arab saw Young tooling Pearl through Hollywood and offered him a pile of loot on the spot.Out of
the Caddy’s backseat emerged Neil’s wife, Pegi, a striking blonde and a powerful force in her
own right. She and Neil have two children, Ben and Amber. Family is a priority to both of them.
Ben, born spastic, nonoral and quadriplegic, went everywhere with his mom and pop. It wasn’t
unusual to see him at the side of the stage in his wheelchair, watching his father work.“Spud,”



Ben’s nickname, graced the door of Pocahontas, which was parked not far from Pearl. A huge,
Belgian-made ’70 Silver Eagle, forty feet long and sporting a souped-up mill, the bus had been
Young’s home on the road since 1976. Young had gone to outlandish lengths in customizing it.
Down one side was an extravagant stained-glass comet circling the earth; the roof was domed
with vintage Hudson Hornet/Studebaker Starlight Coupe cartops that acted as skylights. The
interior of the bus—designed under Young’s supervision to resemble the skeletal structure of a
giant bird—was lavish with hand-carved wood, down to the door handle of the microwave.
Above the big front windows hung a large brass eagle’s eye. “This bus is so fucked up and over
the top,” Young would tell me with a grin. “Which is just how I was back in the mid-seventies
when I built it.”Bus driver Joe McKenna was making sure Pocahontas was shipshape for Neil’s
arrival. An Irishman with a low-slung belly, a silver pompadour and a voice lower than a frog’s,
Joe loved the golf course and let little faze him. He seemed to have a calming effect on Young,
who once dubbed him “The Lucky Leprechaun.” McKenna would beat cancer after Young
helped him get alternative medical help. “Neil Young saved my life,” he told me. “Put that in your
book.”Next to the steering wheel hung a sign that read in bold block letters, DON’T SPILL THE
SOUP. I wouldn’t have driven that bus for love, money or drugs. When it came to Pocahontas,
Shakey was like a hawk. He knew every ding and dimple and wanted the ones he didn’t know
explained immediately.An intense relationship with his bus drivers, I mused, but tour manager
Bob Sterne set me straight. “In all honesty, I think the intense relationship is with the bus,” said
Sterne, a big, bearded, no-nonsense monolith with a constantly peeling nose and sporting a
Cruex jock itch ointment T-shirt. Sterne and Joe McKenna weren’t exactly the best of pals.
Sterne was forever seeking info on Young’s elusive doings and one of McKenna’s jobs was to
keep the world away.Bob was no stranger to that task—his makeshift office inside the sports
arena was plastered with signs like IF YOU WANT A BACKSTAGE PASS, GET LOST. Sterne
was hard-core. It came with the territory. “Neil’s not gonna do what you think he’s gonna do or
what he said last week—it’s not a good place for the average person to be. The people who are
looking for a paycheck don’t last long.”Young likes to keep everyone on their toes. “Neil’s come to
me and said, ‘Go get all the set lists and throw ’em in the trash can’—and he said this to me
fifteen minutes before the show,” said Sterne. “He’s not just talking about the band’s set list, he’s
talking about the lighting guys, the sound guys—every single set list in the building.”Sitting in the
office not far from Sterne was Tim Foster, Young’s stage manager and primary roadie. Foster
had worked for Young off and on—mostly on—since 1973. With a Dick Tracy chin, a mustache
and a baseball cap pulled down to his eyes, Foster saw everything and said little. “Tim never
gets flustered,” said Sterne. “He understands Neil has no schedule.”Making his way through the
backstage maze out to the arena’s mixing station was Tim Mulligan, his long hair, mustache and
shades making him look like the world’s most sullen Doobie Brother. Nothing impresses
Mulligan. He’s been working on Young’s albums and mixing his live sound for decades.
“Producers, engineers come and go,” said Sterne. “Mulligan hangs in there. He doesn’t have an
opinion.” Tim lives alone on Young’s ranch, without a phone. “Mulligan has this incredible



allegiance,” said longtime Young associate “Ranger Dave” Cline. “He lives and breathes Neil. It’s
his whole life.”It took years for Mulligan to warm to me, and even then he wouldn’t give me an
interview, just tersely answered a few questions. Getting any one of Young’s crew to talk was like
breaking into the Mafia. They were fiercely devoted, and although they’d all been subject to the
ferocious twists and turns of Neil’s psyche, most had been around for decades. And every one of
them was an individual. “Innaresting characters,” as Young would put it. “They’re all Neil,” said
Graham Nash. “They all represent a slice of Neil’s personality.”“Neil likes quirky people around
him,” said Elliot Roberts, Young’s manager since the late sixties. “I think having quirky people
around him lessens—in his mind—his own quirkiness. ‘Yes, I am standing on my head, but look
at these two other guys nude standing on their head.’”His mane of gray hair flying, Roberts was
on his ninety-sixth phone call of the day, either chewing out some record-company underling or
closing a million-dollar deal. Not far away, a bearded, sunglassed David Briggs—Young’s
producer—prowled the stage, palming a cigarette J.D.-style and looking like the devil himself.
Briggs and Roberts were the twin engines that powered the Neil Young hot rod. Feared, at times
hated, both men possessed killer instincts and had been with Neil almost from the beginning.
Roberts was a genius at pushing Young’s career, Briggs at pushing his art. It’s an
understatement to say the two didn’t always see eye to eye.Roberts and Briggs were two of the
quirkiest characters around—difficult, complicated men—but then so was just about everybody
and everything in Young’s world. “Let’s look at Neil’s whole trip—the ranch, the people he plays
with,” said computer wizard Bryan Bell, who worked extensively with Young in the late eighties.
“‘Easy’ isn’t in the vocabulary.”“Neil is wonderful to work for in many ways and very difficult to
work with in many ways,” said Roger Katz, former captain of Young’s boat. “He’s able to control
most everything.” As David Briggs put it, “It’s not fun at all working with Neil—fun’s not part of the
deal—but it’s very fulfilling.”I asked Young’s guitar tech Larry Cragg what the hardest tour had
been. “All of ’em,” he said. “They’ve all been rough—every one of ’em made workin’ for anybody
else real easy. The tours are out of the ordinary, the music, the movies—everything’s out of the
ordinary. We do things differently around here. That’s just the way it is.”Cragg was tinkering with
Young’s guitar rig, which sat in a little area to the rear of the stage. A gaggle of amps—a
Magnatone, a huge transistorized Baldwin Exterminator, a Fender Reverb unit and the heart of it
all: a small, weather-beaten box covered in worn-out tweed, 1959 vintage. “The Deluxe,”
muttered amp tech Sal Trentino with awe. “Neil’s got four hundred and fifty-six identical Deluxes.
They sound nothing like this one.” Young runs the amp with oversized tubes, and Cragg has to
keep portable fans trained on the back so it doesn’t melt down. “It really is ready to just go up in
smoke, and it sounds that way—flat-out, overdriven, ready to self-destruct.”Young has a
personal relationship with electricity. In Europe, where the electrical current is sixty cycles, not
fifty, he can pinpoint the fluctuation—by degrees. It dumbfounded Cragg. “He’ll say, ‘Larry,
there’s a hundred and seventeen volts coming out of the wall, isn’t there?’ I’ll go measure it, and
yeah, sure—he can hear the difference.”Shakey’s innovations are everywhere. Intent on
controlling amp volume from his guitar instead of the amp, Young had a remote device designed



called the Whizzer. Guitarists marvel at the stomp box that lies onstage at Young’s feet: a
byzantine gang of effects that can be utilized without any degradation to the original signal. Just
constructing the box’s angular red wooden housing to Young’s extreme specifications had
craftsmen pulling their hair out.Cradled in a stand in front of the amps is the fuse for the
dynamite, Young’s trademark ax—Old Black, a ’53 Gold Top Les Paul some knothead daubed
with black paint eons ago. Old Black’s features include a Bigsby wang bar, which pulls strings
and bends notes, and a Firebird pickup so sensitive you can talk through it. It’s a demonic
instrument. “Old Black doesn’t sound like any other guitar,” said Cragg, shaking his head.For
Cragg, Old Black is a nightmare. Young won’t permit the ancient frets to be changed, likes his
strings old and used, and the Bigsby causes the guitar to go out of tune constantly. “At sound
check, everything will work great. Neil picks up the guitar, and for some reason that’s when
things go wrong.”Meanwhile, things were starting to pick up backstage. The usual music-biz
ninnies and nincompoops were filtering in—a record exec here, a rock critic there—along with
the requisite local celebrities, among them such actual friends of Young’s as actors Russ
Tamblyn and Dennis Hopper. After the show, most would’ve given up waiting by the time Young
would finally emerge from the dressing room.Show time was fast approaching. I saw no sign of
Shakey, but everybody seemed to be walking a bit straighter backstage. I figured he must be
holed up in his bus. Zeke Young, the product of Neil’s troubled, long-ago liaison with actress
Carrie Snodgress, confirmed it. Zeke’s furrowed brow, crooked grin and lonesome, lost-in-a-
dream look made him a dirty-blond ringer for his father circa 1971. Looking toward Pocahontas,
Zeke clued me in to the meaning of the California state flag draped inside the big front window:
“The flag with the bear means chill. Nobody goes on the bus.”Which meant Shakey would come
out when he felt like it. Out in the house, Joel Bernstein—a baby-faced longhair who made the
leap from fan to Young’s primary archivist—put it succinctly: “Neil does what he wants to do
when he wants to do it and doesn’t do what he doesn’t want to do when he doesn’t want to do
it.”Here in the summer of 1991, Bernstein was deep into a career retrospective of Young’s work,
and he was excited. Little did Bernstein know that it still wouldn’t be finished ten years later and
he’d have a few new gray hairs to show for his trouble.The Neil Young Archives, a projected multi-
CD set of Young’s entire recorded output—released and unreleased—is emblematic of his
tenaciousness and perversity. Numerous tentative release dates have come and gone since the
project began in 1989. Exhaustively seeking CD technology refinements, Young has transferred
his mammoth analog tape vault to digital not once but three times—so far. He’s blocked any
attempts to corral Archives into a practical size and driven everybody crazy by repeatedly
abandoning the project to create new music. A booklet mock-up was designed only to be
immediately rejected; Young wanted a four-hundred-page book. His vision encompasses every
aspect of the project down to the box cover, and rest assured, one way or another it will be
carried out. Like everything else, it’ll be the way Neil Young wants it, or it won’t be done at
all.Everybody keeps putting their own concept on this Archives thing—what songs should be in
it, shortening it, doing all this shit that has nothing to do with what I’m going to do, y’know? So



what I’ve done is, I’ve just stopped all that from happening—no one can complete anything.—
They, uh, noticed, Neil.They did?—Oh, yeah. They noticed big-time.It was a helluva try. Real
good. But it’s not what I want. I don’t mind the suggestions about what are good songs … But the
pieces of shit should be there, too.—Why?So you know the difference. Some of it is good, some
of it is crap that wasn’t released—there’s a reason. Take a look, see what it is. That’s what a
fuckin’ archive is about, not “Here’s Neil Young in all his wonderfulness—the great, phenomenal
fucking wonderfulness.” That’s not what I want.I want people to know how fuckin’ terrible I was.
How scared I was and how great I was. The real picture—that’s what I’m looking for. Not a
product. And I think that’s what the die-hard fans want—the whole fuckin’ thing.And when I’ve
done the Archives, selected everything and it’s all finished, I’m gonna destroy everything else.—
Really?I’m gonna bury it.—You’re not being glib? This is a decision you’ve made?Definitely. I’m
gonna dig a big fuckin’ hole, dump it all in there, cover it all up. And it’s gonna go away.—But
people have shovels. People close to you.People close to me have shovels?!—Are you the right
guy to put the Archives together?Hey—it’s already together. All you have to do is make sure it’s
in chronological order, pick the art that goes with it, pick the packaging, put it out.Y’know, I don’t
give a shit whether anybody BUYS it or not. I just wanna do it. And there may only be two
hundred copies, signed by me. But it’s gonna fuckin’ exist. When it’s done, people can do
whatever the fuck they want, make any fuckin’ order they want out of it. But they’re gonna have
the whole fuckin’ thing to choose from. They’re not gonna get part of it. Everything—the good,
the bad, the ugly.—Should I approach the book the same way?No—music’s different. If you put
everything in the fuckin’ book … First of all, the book would be fuckin’ twenty volumes long and
you’d never finish it. Second of all, it’d have all kinds of shit in it that might hurt people.At the
same time, it shouldn’t be a book that makes me look like I’m great and that everything I did is
perfect and that the whole book is contrived and put together to justify every fuckin’ thing I ever
did.—YEAH, RIGHT.So obviously it’s not gonna be that kinda book. But that’s the one thing—I
really don’t want to hurt people. There are ways to say things where the reader can put things
together. Draw their own conclusions.The weakness of an autobiography is the lack of
perspective of the person who’s writing it. So, for that reason, I’ll never write an autobiography.
Never. I told Pegi, “Never let me do it.” There’s no reason.People keep telling me that my music
has helped them through periods of their life, and I’ve never understood how that happens, but it
must happen because of the way I do it. The way I do things is I give enough facts to make
people get a feeling—and then they can associate their own lives with these images that make it
seem to apply directly to them. Like the song was written for them. They can’t believe it’s so
directly and obviously about their life. That’s because it’s not so specific that it eliminates
them.To write an autobiography would go against the grain of all that. Plus it would be too hard.
I’d rather make records. That’s where my thing is. Now you say something.—I’m gonna be
institutionalized.Fuck, we can make a lifetime outta this. This could be worse than the Archives,
heh heh. We’ll make an art project out of it if it fuckin’ kills us. It’s a book. As far as what’s in it—
that’s up to you. I’m not gonna read it.The show at the L.A. Sports Arena opened just like the



other fifty-two on the tour—with the gut-crunching chords of “Hey Hey, My My (Into the Black).” A
lean look at the demon that sometimes is rock and roll, it sports that infamous line “It’s better to
burn out than to fade away.” Some take it as an anthem, while others are outraged. I thought it
was funny, beyond cliché. Like many Young songs, it means different things to different
people.The number had the crowd bouncing off the walls. And Shakey wasn’t just preaching to
the choir. There were kids, lots of them—mere babies when the song was first released—all
totally lost in the moment. Young’s surname is to the point: Neil Young, perhaps more than any of
his peers, understands what rock is. “Rock and roll is just a name for the music of the young spirit
—of what is happening right in front of us,” he said. “Something you can’t plan for. Something
that you didn’t expect.”Tonight Young was onstage with his greatest rock band, Crazy Horse:
Frank “Poncho” Sampedro, Ralph Molina, Billy Talbot. Three musical misfits, and a band only
Young could love. At any given moment, they’re capable of flubbing notes, speeding up, slowing
down and generally stumbling through songs they’ve been playing for twenty years. The Horse
are far from virtuosos, and so-called professional musicians have snickered at them for years.
But I’d take ten hours of Crazy Horse at their absolute worst over the complete solo works of
Clapton or Sting—at least it’s rarely dull. Will the song take off like a rocket or collapse before it
starts? Anything’s possible with the Horse. That’s the thrill.In the nineties, touring behind a
critically acclaimed “comeback” record—Ragged Glory—Crazy Horse suddenly found
themselves the most unlikely institution in rock. Not that it’s been a big picnic. Young has kept the
Horse alive the only way he knows how: by leaving to play with other musicians, then returning
when things are fresh and the urge hits. It keeps the band relevant, keeps the edge. But the toll
on the Horse has been heavy. Married, then divorced, then married again.The 1991 tour was
particularly grueling, with everybody at one another’s throats by the end. But tonight Shakey was
giving his all, blasting notes from Old Black that hurt—some of the best, most extreme music of
his life. Not bad for a forty-five-year-old. “You can feel he surrenders,” said James Taylor. “Neil
surrenders.”Being real: This is what Young constantly strives for. Few other musicians of his
stature have gone to such lengths to keep things real. He’s never put out a greatest-hits
package, unless you count 1977’s Decade, an eccentric three-record career retrospective that
didn’t even have his picture on the front cover. Young has abandoned entire albums, dumped
bands and tours in a heartbeat, walked away from massive success to release drunk, out-of-
tune albums guaranteed to sell three copies, all to follow his muse. You know those one-hit
wonders from days yonder, cherished because their thrown-together cacophanies somehow
capture a moment in time? Nearly all of Young’s work contains that crazy spark. And as rock has
gotten bigger and slicker to the point of absurdity, Young’s tried to remain as defiantly raw as
ever.“Neil’s run by his art,” said Elliot Roberts. “If Neil perceives he’s being jive, he can’t do it.”You
have to be ready to give everything you have, and you have to make sure you’ve really got a lot
to give. Because if you go out there and you’re not ready to give everything you have—and
you’re not strong enough to give as much as you possibly can—to go right to the end of the
candle, to right where it’s gonna melt and be gone, then you’re nothin’. You shouldn’t even be



there. You’re just markin’ time….—Interview with Laura Gross, 1988Ten months later, Young was
out on the road again, playing a six-day solo stand at the Beacon Theatre in New York City.
Watching him alone on the stage, encircled by acoustic instruments, I found it hard to believe
that this was the same guy who’d been thrashing bent notes and noise out of Old Black. “Neil
likes playing in groups, but basically he’s a solo artist,” the late Horse guitarist, Danny Whitten,
had said. “Deep down he knows he has to do the gig by himself.”The Beacon shows were as
tranquil as the Horse shows were deafening, a completely different animal. “I get into each thing
I do—to the point where nothing else matters. I guess I’m an extremist,” said Young in 1989.A
chameleon, Young has thrown himself whole hog into everything he’s done, from fifties rock and
country to R&B and techno pop, but it all spirals out of two extremes: raw, rampaging four-piece
rock and roll or lonesome, naked solo acoustic. “Neil can captivate an audience and hold ’em
there for two hours—just him and his guitar,” said Willie Nelson.But here he faced your typical
New York City crowd—hungry for blood. They wanted the hits, they wanted Old Black and they
wanted anything but what Young was giving them—a bunch of tender new songs they’d never
heard before. He sparred with the audience, yelled at them, cajoled them, but most of all he kept
right on playing. “What a fuckin’ horror show,” Young said later. “They sure didn’t wanna hear any
of those songs—but they did anyway, didn’t they?” Young would have the last laugh, as usual.
Harvest Moon, consisting of the songs the audience had been so impatient with, would be one
of the biggest hits of his career.Compared to the Ragged Glory extravaganza, the Harvest Moon
tour was bare bones—a handful of crew guys, Shakey and his bus. Golfing would take the place
of rehearsals, and Young seemed to revel in the unpredictability of the shows. I went skulking
around backstage, hoping to nab an interview. Little did I know I’d have to chase Young for
another year and a half. The usual celebrity flotsam milled about—tired hipster comedians and
the latest rock nonentities, all groveling. But one guest was being mentioned only in reverential
whispers: Bob Dylan.Dylan attended all six of the Beacon shows, hanging out in Young’s tour
bus between performances. Two of rock’s greatest iconoclasts sitting around shooting the shit.
They’ve been friends for decades and, since the mid-seventies, have played the occasional
benefit together, with Young also showing up at a few Dylan shows, guitar in hand. Young has
covered Dylan songs, most notably “All Along the Watchtower”; Dylan, to my knowledge, has
never returned the favor (outside of singing along on a ragged “Helpless” during a 1974 benefit).
Four years older than Young, Dylan had done it all first and best, and without him you’d have no
Neil, who has no illusions of where he stands in comparison. “I’m, like, a B student of this fuckin’
guy—he’s the real thing.” But these days, who was there after Dylan?Elliot Roberts has
managed both Dylan and Young. “They’re both very flighty. They have the exact same road
habits, they prep the same way. They’re very, very similar in what satisfies them—good shows,
bad shows. There’s some huge dissimilarities. Bob likes to have his families in place and go to
them. He’s on the move, doesn’t like to stay in one place long. Neil will stay in one place forever,
given the opportunity.”“Neil’s eccentric with a purpose—Bob’s eccentric with a purpose, but I’m
not quite sure what that purpose is, and the only person who knows what that purpose is may be



Bob,” said tour manager Richard Fernandez, who’s worked for both of them. “Everybody else is
speculating.”The difference in their art? Neil’s longtime friend Sandy Mazzeo saw it this way:
“Dylan’s songs are what’s happening all around him. Neil writes about inside.”The quintessential
Dylan/Young interaction occurred in June 1988. Dylan was on tour in California when Neil
decided to sit in for a couple of shows. “Neil drove up in his Cadillac convertible, his Silvertone
amp in the back,” recalls Fernandez. Was Young ever intimidated to be joining one of his heroes
onstage? “I’ve never seen him be intimidated by anyone musically,” said David Briggs. “If Willie is
playin’ with Neil, Willie follows Neil. If Neil is playin’ with Waylon, Waylon follows Neil. When he’s
got his ax in hand, his aura becomes solid. He’s the gun.”Even with Dylan, Young was the gun,
and as much as Bob loves Neil, he quickly found himself in the line of fire. “Neil took over the
whole show,” said Elliot Roberts, who was listening to Dylan’s postshow apprehension over
Young playing the next night when Neil bounded over. “Great show! See ya tomorrow night,
Bob?” “Yeah, Neil,” said Bob wearily. Even Dylan can’t say no.At the Beacon, an extra guitar was
set up at the end of the final show, and the buzz was that Dylan was going to step out for a
number or two. He never showed.“The other day I was thinking about Neil Young’s voice,” Rickie
Lee Jones writes. “Hesitant, whiny, masculine and feminine…. all the sadness and the
unresolved [in his voice conveys] what it’s like to be a teenager. You are saying goodbye to
childhood in those years.” For Jones, Young is the sound of that goodbye, a voice that speaks
freely and immediately, unhampered by “adult” restraints. The impromptu, unedited nature of
Young’s art only adds to the reality, and what’s left off the canvas is just as important as the paint
sloshed on.“His songs were never finished pictures. He’d look at this, he’d say this, he’d feel this.
But things usually didn’t have a clear moral meaning at the end, there was no punch line, no
reason for the lyrical journey….” In these unfanciful sentences Jones conjures up much of what’s
special about this guy. For her, as for so many others, Neil Young possesses an “unquestioned
integrity.”Although it’s mellowed into melancholy over the years, Young’s voice is one of pain. A
Canadian, he’s written a cockeyed history of America as evocative and spare as any Walker
Evans photograph. His songs don’t provide any answers, they just underline the
questions.Young’s output is overwhelming. From 1967 to 2001, forty-six albums, seven certified
platinum, nine gold (as of 1997). Over four hundred songs. First-person confessional songs,
time-travel songs, character songs, hallucinatory songs, one-joke songs—every kind of song,
yet all instantly identifiable as Neil Young. “Expecting to Fly,” “Mr. Soul,” “Cowgirl in the Sand,”
“Helpless,” “I Believe in You,” “Harvest,” “Tired Eyes,” “On the Beach,” “Star of Bethlehem,” “Will to
Love,” “Like a Hurricane,” “Danger Bird,” “Powderfinger,” “Transformer Man,” “Depression Blues,”
“Rockin’ in the Free World,” “Fuckin’ Up,” “Unknown Legend,” “My Heart,” “I’m the Ocean.”And
that’s just a few highlights from released material. In the Archives lurk songs and performances
that stand among his absolute greatest, yet have never been heard. Entire albums that were
hidden away because Neil changed his mind. Add to that three feature-length films, two
soundtracks, scores of video projects and countless tours. Everything Young touches bears his
unmistakable stamp, whether it’s a song, an album cover, car or guitar. Neil Young is a visionary,



and for many he’s one of the few reminders outside of Dylan that anything happened at all in the
sixties.RANDY NEWMAN: Most people did their best work when they were younger. Neil Young
is as good as he ever was, which is quite an accomplishment…. It seems like there’s no tricks to
him. I don’t know if you could name anybody better who came out of rock and roll.LINK WRAY:
Neil’s a superstar, but he don’t let it get in the way. If he wanted to be a phony, he could. Not this
guy. He chooses not to. Neil’s always been real.LINDA RONSTADT: Most of us only get a year to
top the charts, then you’re out of style. Neil has had an astounding career.ELTON JOHN: Neil
has remained on top of his game on all counts—there’s not many people you can say that about.
He can move me whether he’s playing loud music, soft music or country music. There’s so many
different facets to Neil, and I think that’s why he has so much respect from everybody, whether
they’re older musicians like myself or the younger generation like the Pearl Jams. He just goes
out there and gives it his all.JAMES TAYLOR: I love his attitude. It’s meant a lot to me. His clear
stand on things like sponsorship and the sort of corporate takeover of music … Neil’s always
resisted that. It’s good to have someone like him out there talk the way he talks—and walk the
walk, too.DAVID BOWIE: I have an incredible admiration for Neil. There’s a youthful redemption
in everything he does, a joyfulness about being an independent thinker in America.WILLIE
NELSON: What can you say? The guy knows how to write a song. He’s more than a writer, more
than a singer, he’s an entertainer. To be a triple threat like that is very rare.BRYAN FERRY: I like
Neil Young. Very much.J. J. CALE: There’s nobody that sounds like Neil Young. A very, very
original sound. If he has influences, they don’t show.DEAN STOCKWELL: I can’t think of anyone
I respect more than Neil Young. I think he’s one of the greatest—if not the greatest—living
artists.PETER BUCK: I’m always inspired when I look at Neil Young and realize he’s doing
whatever the fuck he wants. Some of his messages are positive, some are negative, some don’t
make any sense at all.EDDIE VEDDER: I don’t know if there’s been another artist inducted into
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame that is still as vital as he is today. Some of his best songs were on
his last record.EMMYLOU HARRIS: He’s timeless, his music is almost mystical. Neil makes
brilliant records and they’re easily identifiable. You don’t have to be told who it is. He’s an original.
I can’t think of anybody who’s even close to him.THURSTON MOORE: Neil’s the real thing. He’s
Hank Williams.TOWNES VAN ZANDT: I can read auras—pale green is trouble, boy. I know a
lotta cats with green ones—most of them are dead. And there’s one that’s more golden, glowing,
approaching fulfilled—that has fulfilled other people. Neil has that. Neil’s is gold. Gold.Despite
the platitudes, Neil Young remains a lonesome figure. He is reclusive and mysterious even to
those closest to him. His friendships are all based on his work, which never seems to end. And
while Young has played with many bands—Buffalo Springfield; Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young;
Crazy Horse; the Stray Gators; Booker T. and the MGs; Pearl Jam—he would tell the audience at
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1995, “It’s a solo trip.”And, though he’d never admit it, it’s not
an easy journey. From the beginning, Young faced ridiculous odds. He was told he couldn’t sing,
couldn’t play guitar, couldn’t write. But he’s let nothing stop him. Young has not only succeeded,
he’s prevailed.He’s a model-train mogul, actor, rancher and, although he’d probably be loath to



admit it, a humanitarian. He’s raised millions for the American farmer as a founding member of
Farm Aid and, with Pegi, done the same for children through the Bridge School. Young shoots
from the hip. He’s been a cantankerous critic of the music business, particularly when it comes
to digital recording and corporate sponsorship. He’s been critical of the government on
environmental issues. In the eighties, he was an outspoken supporter of Ronald Reagan. One
thing he is not is predictable. For better or worse, Neil Young has done it his way.His single-
mindedness is inspirational. It can also be exhausting. Even frightening. There is a dark side to
Neil Young. By his own admission, he’s left behind “a lotta destruction … a big wake.”One day,
while I was talking to Gary Burden—art director for Young’s greatest album covers and a
longtime friend of his—the subject of Neil’s will came up. It didn’t seem to matter who it was, I
mused, they all deferred to Shakey. Burden laughed. “Oh, yeah. So did I. So do you. Neil’s a real
artist, but he’s also a ruthless motherfucker. He’s on his trip all the time. The wheels are always
turning.”—Have you ever looked the Devil in the eye?No. Don’t do that.—This is a phrase you
use a lot in interviews.Yeah … [looks in the author’s eyes] Jimmy, level with me—heh heh. I gotta
ask you—you’re not him, are ya?Boy, I’d hate to write an autobiography, the more I think about it.
—Maybe we should just give the fuckin’ money back.Heh heh. Why don’t you just get as much
money as you can, then bury the fuckin’ thing? You can run to Panama. I’ll cover ya—heh heh.
And then when I die, everybody can read it. Waddya think? It’s a good idea, but it involves me
dying too fast.—Or me.Or you.Neil Young’s music changed my life when I was a kid. Through a
lucky break, I was dropped into his world. He was someone I admired and I wanted to find out
what made him tick. I wanted to take a can opener to his brain, get some sense of what coursed
through there that could stir the emotions and affect the spirits of half the planet.It was a long
journey. There were times when I thought I would end before it did. During the decade-plus
process, ten people I had interviewed died. Marriages collapsed, families drifted apart.
Musicians came and went. And Young kept moving, searching, creating. It was maddening to
keep up with. Our interviews sprawled the continent and always took place on the run—in
planes, cars, even boats. It must be said that I still have enough unanswered questions to last
another decade. This work is not an obituary but an action painting. Still in progress.Young
wasn’t entirely thrilled with the prospect of losing what privacy he’d managed to retain over the
years to a hundred million microscopes. Would you be? Early on he said to one associate, “I told
Jimmy he’d face a lotta resistance on this project. I didn’t tell him where it would come from.” I
should’ve known better. Neil is no publicity junkie—on the subject of interviews, he once told
Newsweek magazine, “It’s not really advantageous for me to do them. I don’t want to be there. I’d
rather be noted for my absence.”So in part this book is a mystery. A psychedelic detective story.
In a quote from an old yellowed clipping, Young offered one lead: “Some people around me think
I’m the phenomenon, but it’s all these people around me who are the real phenomenon.” I took
the hint, interviewing hundreds of people who’d played some part in Young’s life, many speaking
for the first time. They were the witnesses and they were my guides. I went on my own journey
through the past, following his trail from Canada to Los Angeles and out into the world. Curiously,



when I finally got to him, Young was more than a little interested in what I’d brought back. “I can’t
go,” he said wistfully. “But you can.”Interspersed with the biographical text is one endless,
ongoing interview with Young, floating through his own life like a ghost. Imagine Citizen Kane
with Charles Foster Kane still alive and well in Xanadu, not only willing to talk—however
begrudgingly—but, in the end, taking me into the very heart of his creative process, revealing
what it takes to keep the flame alive.Of course this is also a story about rock and roll, what it
means to Young and what his has meant to me. Is it strange to change or just the only way to
survive? And is it better to burn out than to fade away?—What do you think your faults are?Fuck,
how much time do you have?—Plenty.Yeah, well, I don’t have that kind of time. Just go over your
other tapes. People will fill you in on all the faults, and they’re all right. All of them.—That was
easy. My fact checking is done.Heh heh.—Are you a guarded person?No, no, no. You think so?—
Oh, fuckin’ A.Guarded. Waddya mean? In what way? Well, shit, you ask questions, it’s my whole
fuckin’ life! When you look at me, I’m goin’, “Fuck, this guy’s talked to, like, every fuckin’ person I
know. People I’ve forgotten about.”I keep turning you on to these people. I’ve given you all my
friends. I’m responsible now. You better do a good fucking book or I’m really an asshole. Whew,
Jimmy—I’d hate to be in your shoes.—Aaaaah, we’re getting near the end. You can’t bullshit me
now.I liked that remark. That was encouraging … I tried to cooperate in a way that I can
cooperate. I’m gleeful now that it’s almost over. I’m reaching nirvana just anticipating it, but I’m
dedicated to completing the task as far as it can go—up to this point. After that …It’s hard to
write a story about me, because this is only part one.—I want the book to say that. On the
cover.Part one? It’s up to you, man. It’s your book.—What?It’s your book—now waddya gonna
do with it, heh heh heh.mr. blue & mr. red“C’mon in. The door’s open.” I was standing at the
screen, hand poised and ready to knock, when the disembodied voice emanating from
somewhere inside gruffly offered the invitation. The Florida heat was stifling.Once inside, I came
face-to-face with Rassy Young, a compact, intense woman wearing an ill-fitting polyester
ensemble, soft drink in one hand, remote in the other, eyes riveted to a tennis tournament on the
screen before her. Since her back was to the door and the TV was blaring, I wondered aloud as
to how she knew I was out there. Without shifting her gaze from the match, Rassy jerked a
thumb in the direction of her little security system on the mantel: a framed portrait of Neil’s family
positioned at just the right angle so she could see the reflection of any interloper invading her
driveway.“Pretty tricky, eh?” said Rassy, emphasizing the “eh” like a true Canadian. I’d think of
Rassy when Neil remarked on encountering strangers at sea from the safety of his boat. “You
can see them before they see you—and in every direction,” he enthused.Rassy lived alone. A
tempestuous nineteen-year union to Scott Young, Neil’s father, ended in 1959, and she never
remarried. “I have no interest in marriage. Too damn much trouble. I run my life my own way.”
Rassy was a proud woman, and although the split had taken place over thirty years before, the
indignity was still fresh in her mind. It was a betrayal Rassy could never forgive—right up to her
dying breath.The last few years had not been kind to Rassy. A stubbornly independent woman,
she had been an avid golfer and hunter, but now cancer confined her to a living room chair. She



watched as her garden slowly died and the birds she loved feeding no longer came to roost. “I
don’t do a damn thing,” she said, sighing. “Every once in a while I’ll start to do somethin’—I get
half done and I can’t finish it. I’ll get so I can’t stand it.” Rassy claimed she was not afraid of
death. “I’m gonna be cremated and flung in the trash. I already paid for it,” she said, chuckling.
“Four hundred and eighty-five dollars—the high price of dying.”Rassy had left Winnipeg decades
ago for this modest bungalow in New Smyrna Beach, Florida. Like Rassy, it was nothing fancy—
spartan furniture and a few dusty knickknacks. Neil had bought his mother the house and picked
up the tab for her life, and you didn’t have to look far to find his presence. The living room wall
was heavy with his gold records; on a table next to her easy chair were dusty cassettes that
archivist Joel Bernstein had made for her years earlier, featuring Rassy’s eclectic favorites from
her son’s work—like “Sedan Delivery,” a maniacal rocker she liked to blast while washing her car,
much to the chagrin of her elderly neighbors.Rassy’s sentences were punctuated with a litany of
exclamations such as “Holy smut!” or “What in Sam Hill?” and peppered with a lexicon of
poetically mangled words—“basedump” for basement, “snthudderstorms” for thunderstorms.
Country/western was “cow music.” Rassy could cuss like a sailor and drink like one to boot.
Since she gave up her beloved Black Cat Plain cigarettes—a particularly nicotine-potent
Canadian brand—Rassy retained only liquid vices. “What would I do without Coke?” she’d
ponder, snapping open can after can. Coke would invariably turn to rye and water at some point
early in the afternoon. “Well, I’m gonna have a drink or drop dead!” she’d bark as she shuffled off
to the kitchen, my abstention only increasing her suspicion.“Make way for the star’s mother,”
she’d announce imperiously at her son’s shows, pouncing on the first backstage lackey who
didn’t fetch her a beer. No one escaped the wrath of Rassy. Certain waitresses in New Smyrna
Beach still tremble at the memory of serving Rassy a steak. She kept close tabs on all her
neighbors, each of whom seemed to annoy her in one way or another.Today she was planning to
turn in one fellow senior for watering his lawn during rationing season and was threatening
another poor old soul for not tending to an unwieldy woodpile. “The ninny next door and her stick
farm,” said Rassy with a harrumph as she eyed the inconsequential pile out the back window.
“She drives me into the middle of next week.”A tough old dame, yet beneath the bulldog exterior
lurked a sensitive soul. “Rassy was a lady,” said close friend Nola Halter. “Her manners were
impeccable—after every gathering was a phone call or a note or a gift. Rassy didn’t forget
people. Y’know, some people can swear and still be a lady. I loved her. I understood her. Many
people didn’t, but Rassy didn’t give a damn.”Rassy didn’t give a damn for her son’s biographer,
either, as she made abundantly clear to anyone within earshot the moment I left New Smyrna
Beach. Due to her precarious health, I had rushed off to talk to her immediately upon starting
this project. My only previous background on Neil’s childhood had come from his father’s 1984
book, Neil and Me. Rassy brought up the book almost upon my arrival, complaining angrily and
endlessly about its lack of veracity. “It’s all wrong. I made Scott take a lotta the stuff out—‘Take it
out or I’ll sue.’” When I inquired about specific passages in an attempt to set the record straight,
she threatened to sue me. “I’m not going to discuss that book any further,” she’d say, then ten



minutes later she’d begin ranting all over again. *Nor were Neil’s highfalutin showbiz friends
exempt from the hot seat. “David got mad at me once. He said, ‘I’m sick of people sayin’, “Are
you David Crosby?”’ I said, ‘Tell ’em you’re Eric Clapton.’ God, did he get mad. I can still see his
face. Ask a stupid question …” She rolled her eyes. Even the famous son suffered Rassy’s
caustic comments, as witnessed by her review of “Mother Earth,” a solo electric song Neil had
recently performed at “Farm Aid, Band Aid—whatever the hell it is. Neil sang that song for me. I
was horrified. The guitar sounded like Jimi Hendrix playing ‘The Star-Spangled Banner.’” Rassy
made a face like a constipated bulldog.“I told Neil the thing was garbled. I knew damn well he’d
done it on purpose. There’s no point in writing a song with a message if you’re gonna distract
everybody with the racket the music makes. That isn’t music. Well, it isn’t.”While I was there, Neil
called and said, just before he hung up, “Tell my mother I love her.” Which I dutifully repeated,
although if it registered Rassy didn’t let on. She seemed hungry for any scrap of information I
could offer on her son and tried to laugh off his mystery. “Neil can disappear while you’re blinkin’
your eye,” she told me. “And half the time he looks like so many other damn people it slays me. I
got a picture around here where you’d swear he was John Davidson.”Neil was as elusive to his
mother as to anyone else, but when I looked into Rassy’s eyes I saw him. Both mother and son
possessed the same fierce, thousand-yard stare that when it locked on your eyes seemed to
conduct a brief autopsy on your soul. Neil had no greater supporter in life than his mother and he
was a devoted and dutiful son. But she could drain you. As Scott put it with some affectionate
humor, “It was not a mistake Rassy lived in Florida and Neil lives in California.”Born October 16,
1918, Edna Blow Ragland was the youngest of three very spunky and independent sisters—
Virginia, Lavinia and Edna—nicknamed by their father Snooky, Toots and Rassy. “I was a spoiled
brat,” recalled Rassy. “I played golf and tennis and swam and drove around in my car and
charged the gas to Daddy.”“Daddy” was Bill Ragland, fondly remembered by scores of
Canadians who made his acquaintance. “Half of Winnipeg called him Daddy,” said Rassy
proudly. Raised on a plantation near Petersburg, Virginia, Bill Ragland was the son of a banker
whose roots stretched back to the first British settlers in the state. He would proudly recall that
his grandfather had freed the slaves on the plantation, but this didn’t prevent Bill from
nicknaming a family cat “Nigger” or demanding that a black man ride in the back of a train.
“Daddy wasn’t exactly racist, but he was southern,” said Virginia “Snooky” Ridgeway.The
Raglands were a prominent family and lived well. They had the first radio and first gramophone
in Winnipeg, and even during the Depression the family had a maid. As Rassy stated, “We never
went without a damn thing ever.” Mother Pearl was an expert seamstress who kept her three girls
among the best dressed in Manitoba.Bill and Pearl married in 1911. Both had emigrated to
Winnipeg from the United States, neither of them taking Canadian citizenship. “Daddy was
American from day one—he voted in the States,” said Snooky. “Just the fact that he ran Winnipeg
politics didn’t mean he had to vote there.” Toots recalled her father’s fury over an anti-American
poem that had been introduced into her school curriculum. “He went steaming over to the school
and raised hell. I was very startled, because it was the only time I can remember him



intervening.”For the most part, the Ragland family lived just across the Red River from Winnipeg
in the Norwood district. One-forty-five Monck Avenue was a sprawling house and as close to a
southern mansion as Bill Ragland could find. As western district manager for the Barrett Roofing
Company, Bill Ragland was a man of few words and great influence. “An expert manipulator,”
said Snooky, who maintained that her father “looked after his girls in a very silent way.”Bill
worked, hunted and played cards at Winnipeg’s Carleton Club. “He spent as little time at home
as he could manage,” said Toots. “I have the utmost respect for Daddy as a businessman, as a
father and as a hunter; I don’t hold him in high esteem as a husband,” said Snooky. “I think the
marriage fell apart early on, but they raised the children with every effort to keep us from
knowing.”Bill Ragland was a duck hunter extraordinaire. The trunk of his company Ford was
packed full of shells, and it is said that he never missed a shot. His understanding of waterfowl
bordered on the mystical. “He could walk right into the middle of a flock of wild geese and they
wouldn’t turn a hair,” said Rassy. “Daddy could outwit any bird in the world.”After the hunt came
breakfast: apple pie and a Coke stoked with rye, with a Bromo-Seltzer chaser. More often than
not, his cohort on these early morning duck hunts was Rassy—swilling whiskey and toting a gun
just like her old man. “She was a great deal like Bill. The same kind of opinions,” recalls Nola
Halter. “Bill was gonna shoot somebody all the time, and usually it was an American politician.”
Rassy was “the closest thing to the son my father always wanted,” said daughter Toots.As far as
rearing the children, “Daddy left all that to Mother,” Toots continues. But while Pearl might’ve
been proud of the Ragland family roots, she revealed little concerning her own. “Mother was very
socially conscious and I think she felt the less she said about her background, the better.” Pearl’s
mother was a French immigrant, her father an Irishman who had raised horses in Kentucky.
“French and Irish. An absolutely Godawful combination. That’s where all the temperament
comes from. Lots of rows and tantrums. Mother and Rassy were particularly dramatic. They were
birds of a feather. Spoilers.”What were the musical roots in the Ragland family? “None,” said
Toots. “We never even sang.” Snooky disagreed. “My mother was extremely musical. She sang
beautifully.” In fact, Pearl’s mother had dragged her out to sing and play piano in public.“Mother
was so absolutely determined that no child of hers would have to go through all that, that she
would not have a piano in the house,” said Snooky, adding “Rassy was like Neil—she could sit at
the piano and play.” Snooky recalls Rassy telling their mother she was playing with her friend
Ruth when she was actually sneaking off to the home of a widow down the street, Mrs.
Robinson, to play piano. “Rassy didn’t dare tell mother she was playing piano. Mother was dead
set against it. Dead set.”As adults, both of Rassy’s sisters would enjoy successful careers in
addition to raising families—Snooky running a public relations firm in Texas, and Toots a popular
columnist and radio personality in Winnipeg. If Rassy had such desires, no one knew it. A
vivacious, vivid young woman—her nickname was short for Rastus, bestowed upon her for the
dark hair and eyes she’d inherited from Pearl—Rassy was popular with the boys “in a sort of arm-
wrestling kind of way,” said Toots. Rassy was a born athlete. She told me of watching her sister
Snooky play tennis: “I said, ‘This isn’t so hard,’ and I immediately beat her. I played golf and



skied and whatever the hell else was goin’ on. I wasn’t that good. All I wanted to do was
win.”Most of the playing took place at the Winnipeg Canoe Club, where Rassy and her sisters
apparently wreaked havoc with the opposite sex. “Boys didn’t dump the Raglands,” said Snooky.
“The Ragland girls just moved on—to another boy.”It was at the Canoe Club in the summer of
1938 that a struggling young sportswriter from the wrong side of the tracks, enjoying a free
membership provided by the club to ensure newspaper coverage of their sporting events, first
encountered Rassy Ragland. Watching her yell endearments across the water to boyfriend Jack
McDowell as if calling a dog for supper, Scott Young was intrigued, while women nearby cursed
out loud because Rassy had stolen a boyfriend or two from all of them.“Rassy was very quick
and very witty—you didn’t have to explain things to her twice,” said Scott. “In some cases you
didn’t have to explain them at all.”My mother, Rassy, and her two sisters—Toots and Snooky. The
Ragland girls. My grandpa was American, from Virginia—he was livin’ in our house for quite a
while when I was a teenager. Pretty low-key, though—he just went to the club and back, sat and
drank rye with his friends. I didn’t know him that well. He was probably on much better behavior
when he was around me—his grandchildren, he’s gotta act cool. What he did at the club, I have
no fuckin’ idea on earth, okay? Apparently he played a lotta cards. But they used to kinda hide
me from everything. My mother … I dunno.Pearl was very old. They lived in an apartment, and
we went there and saw them a couple of times with my dad and my brother. We’d all get dressed
up. That’s one thing I remember. “What the hell am I having to get dressed up so nice …” What a
head space. It’s not like, “Wow, we’re gonna go over and see Grandma and Grandpa and hang
out.” No—we’re gonna get dressed up. I don’t know why my mother had to do that. I’m sure my
father was much looser in the dress code.“Look at Scott now. Seventy-seven years old, for God’s
sake and he switched to writing fiction,” mutters his longtime friend and rival Trent Frayne with
begrudging admiration. “At seventy-seven, he oughtta siddown and put his feet up!”When I
headed for Ontario to visit Scott Young in April 1995, I got the distinct impression that while he
might not be putting his feet up, the intense drive of his younger days had relaxed into a much
more manageable force. These days, he lives on a farm not far from Omemee, the small town
where Neil spent some of the happiest days of his childhood and where, the year before, a
school had been dedicated in Scott Young’s honor. Mildly annoyed that he hadn’t finished his
day’s work, Young turned from his ancient computer and left his office, moving in a slow,
deliberate shuffle but with a fire in his eyes that belied his age. In recalling some lost love, he
cracked an expansive, lipless smile and muttered, “She was bee—yoo—tee—ful.” There was a
dreamy look on his face, like a kid’s at a candy-store window. “My dad’s the coolest. He’s my
hero till the end,” said Neil’s half sister, Astrid. “As old as he is, he’s the youngest guy in the
world.”Even with the advancing years, Young remains a charismatic, handsome man. Scott’s is a
craggy, authoritative face, framed by wispy gray hair and owlish eyebrows; I could imagine him
as a black-robed judge deciding the fate of some reprobate and doing an eminently fair job of it,
too. Scott can be prickly when it comes to ideals—he quit the Toronto Globe and Mail twice over
matters of principle—but these days he seems very laidback. “My dad’s changed a whole lot,”



said Astrid. “When I grew up, he was pretty conservative.”Scott Young speaks slowly and
deliberately. Questions are carefully considered and, as with Neil, you often have to read
between the lines. Compared to Rassy, who wore her heart on her sleeve, there is a lot of
restraint. I couldn’t imagine the pair in the same room together, let alone married.“Scott’s a very
warm man,” said Canadian author and television personality Pierre Berton, one of many people
Scott helped get started in a career. “I like Scott—everybody likes him, y’know. I don’t think he
has any enemies.”Most Canadians I talked to got revved up at the mere mention of Scott’s name.
Folksinger Murray McLauchlan was far more excited to talk about Scott Young than Neil. “Scott
is a literary cultural icon. In this country, Scott Young is every bit as famous as his kid.”
McLauchlan went on to enthuse over Young’s 1952 schoolboy favorite, Scrubs on Skates: “It’s
the two little savages of hockey. The archetypal work of dreams—if you’re a little kid in
Shawinigan Falls dreaming of the NHL, that’s your book.” Forty years later, McLauchlan could
quote word for word the book’s dedication: “To Neil and Bob, whose greatest games are still
ahead of them.”Father and son are prolific—Neil has put out over forty albums, Scott over thirty
books, including biographies, mysteries, children’s fiction and short stories. He’s worked as a
television commentator and newspaper columnist, initially making a name for himself as a
sportswriter covering hockey. Lately he’s been writing mysteries featuring an Inuit inspector,
Matteesie Kitologitak.While Rassy never remarried, Scott has twice, and friends feel his
marriage to writer Margaret Hogan—his constant companion since the late seventies—has
settled him. During the few days I stayed with Scott, he seemed continually curious as to what
his partner, off working at the time, was up to. It reminded me of Neil’s devotion to Pegi; both men
had finally found mates that captivated them completely.Scott Young has his critics. Supporters
of Rassy view his book about the family he left behind as tantamount to treason. Some see Scott
as the square, uptight authority figure that Neil had to rebel against in order to survive. “Mild-
mannered, never rash, a voice of reason in the quagmire of changing times … his tie is never
unknotted,” wrote Juan Rodriguez in a 1972 article entitled “Neil Young’s Father.” “His feet are
planted firmly on the ground. His opinions are Moderate and Sensible. He is Decent. He is a true
Canadian.” The like-minded usually depict Rassy as the selfless savior who, against all odds,
gave Neil the freedom to make his dreams come true. The actual story is a little more
complicated than that.While there is no question that the collapse of his marriage to Rassy
wreaked havoc in his son’s life, Scott has been a figure of inspiration to Neil. “As a writer, the one
thing you have to do is lay yourself bare,” Neil recalls Scott telling him. A hell of a lesson to learn
from your own father. And although its intensity has ebbed and flowed over time, the bond
between father and son—much of it unspoken—remains a deep one.“Very similar in a lot of their
outlooks” is how Astrid puts it. “My dad tends to be a little bit less serious than Neil is. He can
see the humor in everything … Neil’s a little more intense.” She said both men have slow fuses
that, when detonated, explode big. “My dad’s the kind of person who will let things go and let
things go—he’ll kind of absorb it all in. And all of a sudden one little thing will happen, like you
left the screen door open—and boom! It blows up.”I noticed one striking similarity between the



two men. After hammering Scott with days of questions—all of which he answered without
complaint—I still felt plenty lurked beneath the surface. I liked the guy, but did I get to know him?
Can’t say. Scott Young seemed just as elusive as his son.Scott Young was born in Manitoba on
April 14, 1918. His father, Percy, was a handsome, soft-spoken druggist and the son of a
Methodist pioneer farmer. Mother Jean was the daughter of a Presbyterian minister who
demolished his church career in the twenties when he took off for the States after a comely faith
healer. Percy and Jean were another volatile couple. “He and my grandmother would get
together, she would get pregnant, they would yell and scream and rant and rave and they would
get separated,” said granddaughter Marny Smith. Their unions resulted in three children—Scott,
Bob and Dorothy—and each would have radically different childhoods as their father went broke
in 1926 and then (although the couple never divorced) the marriage collapsed in the midst of the
Depression in 1931. Dorothy remained home with her mother; Bob went to live with missionary
grandparents on an Indian reservation; Scott was farmed out to relatives in Prince Albert.A year
later, living on relief and sharing lodging with three bachelor bank clerks, Jean reunited her
children in Winnipeg. In his autobiography, Scott speaks of his mother’s relationships with her
boarders and assorted others, remembering her as “very sexual and attractive to guys.”
Relatives disturbed by the characterization argue that Jean did whatever was necessary to keep
her children together through the Depression.Another of the strong women who populate both
sides of Neil’s lineage, Jean Young was “a feisty old broad,” said Marny Smith. “If she wanted to
come in your house and sit up on your counter and put three beers down the row, by God, that’s
what she did.”In the late thirties, Jean would find a real home in Flin Flon, Manitoba, writing for
various local papers, working as a church organist and founding a renowned music festival as
well as creating Flin Flon’s first library. “She was the matriarch of the entire town,” said son Bob.
Scott was the light of his mother’s life. Trent Frayne remembers visiting Jean when “all she said
was, ‘Ohhh, isn’t he wonderful? Have you ever met a man who’s so wonderful?’ And I would sit
there thinking, ‘Jesus Christ, he’s not that wonderful.’”Even as a child, Scott charmed those
around him. He had a reputation as an industrious, enterprising child, earning pocket money by
catching gophers and selling the tails for two cents apiece. As brother, Bob, recalls, “Scott was a
miracle worker with a gopher trap.”Sports made an indelible impression on Scott, stirring deep
emotions in him even as a youth. He can still recall listening to the 1926 Gene Tunney/Jack
Dempsey fight for the heavyweight championship of the world. When Dempsey lost the dramatic
battle, Scott, all of eight years old, went to bed weeping uncontrollably. As he wrote in his
autobiography, “It was something about defeat, any defeat, that got to me.”The impetus to write
came by way of Scott’s high-living uncle Jack Paterson, a dashing figure who traversed the
rowdy logging camps of British Columbia in search of material for his lusty short stories and
magazine articles. “Uncle Jack’s freedom inspired me. He’d fall out of the sky with his beautiful
blond wife and eat, drink and tell stories. You’d walk into a room and he’d have a drink in one
hand, his elbow on the fireplace mantel, and everybody would be spellbound by the stories of
the North.”Buying a $48 Remington typewriter on credit in 1936, Scott began to submit work for



publication, earning his first byline (and $3) from the Winnipeg Free Press for a short article on
an old black shoeshine man. This led to a job as copyboy for the paper, and by the end of the
year he had fallen into the sports department, covering local hockey.Scott was—just as Neil
would be—lucky, adventurous and driven to the point of mania. On an early live assignment
covering the escape of German prisoners from a POW camp, Young sneaked into the
encampment by railway handcar, eavesdropped on soldiers through a heating grille in his hotel-
room floor, found booze in the middle of the wilderness to loosen officers’ tongues and was even
threatened with arrest by gun-toting officers of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. All this in
search of “news that other people didn’t have,” as he puts it in his autobiography. “I certainly
admire Scott’s tenacity,” said Trent Frayne. “He used to say, ‘Just open up a vein and let a little
blood come out.’”Another product of the Depression, Frayne lived with Young and a gaggle of
other struggling writers at 55 Donnell Street in what Trent’s wife, author June Callwood, calls “a
magnificently awful boardinghouse.” Some of the writers Young met there would remain lifelong
friends, and the group would eventually expand to include such notable Canadians as Farley
Mowat, Robertson Davies and Pierre Berton. Most were discovered and brought into the group
by Young. As Callwood said, “Scott moves effortlessly into other milieus. He is such a charming,
ingratiating man. A lot of doors open for Scott.”With his wavy hair and wide, warm smile, Scott
was a lady-killer. Birdeen Laurence, a young raven-haired knockout, was torn between Scott and
another writer in the boardinghouse gang, Ralph Allen. Allen was nowhere near as dashing as
Young, but his career was happening faster, and when Birdeen sought Scott’s advice on the
situation, he told her to go with the sure thing. Birdeen slid a heartbreaking farewell note under
Scott’s door, declaring him “noble,” but friends saw it as a tragedy. “Her heart was with Scott,”
said June Callwood. “But he didn’t put in a strong enough bid. I think they both regretted it all
their lives. I think Birdeen Allen was the love of Scott’s life, and both Ralph and Rassy were
always conscious of that. It drove Rassy up the walls.”So did Merle Davies. Davies was another
beauty who haunted the Canoe Club. Because she was from Montreal, and because of her
interest in Scott, Rassy called her “that damned foreigner”—even, ironically enough, after she
married Scott’s brother, Bob. At times, Rassy must’ve felt surrounded. Scott seemed to fall for
women frequently and passionately, causing complications throughout his life. In his
autobiography, Young relates how he once overheard a woman friend telling Birdeen Allen how
Scott had asked her to marry him. “So what?” quipped Allen. “He asks everybody to marry
him.”When I asked Scott if he saw any of himself in Neil, the subject of women came up first.
“I’ve got an idea that Neil has some of my attitudes about women. As far as I know, neither one
of us is bucking for the job of patron saint. I used to ask everyone I ran into to marry me. A fella
told me once that I was a ‘marryallator’—meaning that I worship women and don’t exercise any
kind of proper judgment when I’m faced with somebody I really like. But I’ve given that up.”As his
brother, Bob, quipped, “Scott’s attitude was ‘love ’em and leave ’em,’ but Scott never left ’em and
he kept on lovin’ ’em. Scott left a trail. He had a lot of my father in him in terms of being attractive
to girls. They thought he was the real thing, y’know?”Apparently Rassy Ragland thought so, too.



Over the protests of her friends, she broke off a previous wedding engagement to marry Scott
on June 18, 1940. * They were both twenty-two years old. “We were children,” said Scott,
recounting his proposal during a passionate visit at the boardinghouse. “In the heat of the
moment, I said, ‘Maybe we should get married.’ Rassy immediately bolted upright and said,
‘When?’ It was characteristic of both of us that Rassy had decided she was gonna marry me and
I was not gonna fight it.”Rassy and Scott were a lively match, both possessing sharp minds and
strong wills. “Rassy was quite different from Scott,” said Pierre Berton. “Scott was very
easygoing, never got very upset—Rassy could hit the roof easily and come right down again.”
Rassy saw Scott’s manner as a little restrained for the hot-blooded Raglands. “Mother hated
Scott,” she said. “Thought he was too English.”Rassy would stop at nothing to get her way. Scott
tells how he got into an argument with her over inviting one of his old flames to the wedding.
After a long battle, Rassy finally acquiesced, but months later Scott found the woman’s unsent
invitation hidden under some catalogs. “There’s more than one way to win an argument,” he said,
chuckling. “Rassy brooked little interference, and if you opposed her, it was a real federal
offense.”“Rassy would not be intimidated by anybody,” said Neil’s brother, Bob. “She treated
authority with disdain—her authority was the only authority that mattered. My father, on the other
hand, came from abject poverty and sort of climbed his way out, and was never comfortable
confronting authority.”Still, Scott continually stood up for Rassy, even under the most difficult
circumstances. Rassy had a reputation as a gossip and once spread some information that was
particularly damaging to one of the couple’s female friends, much to the dismay of the other
women in their circle. “Birdeen and June, I don’t know who else, ganged up on Rassy,” Scott
recalls. “They wanted her to come to a meeting, if you can imagine that. I wrote a note—carbon
copies to every woman involved—and I told them to fuck off.”Thirty years later, when writing
about his family in Neil and Me, Scott remained respectful. There was no discussion of Rassy’s
shortcomings, and Scott disparaged only himself in frankly revealing his numerous affairs—
which perhaps has helped to further damn him as the father who left. Even Rassy’s friends
thought he was a little too easy on her in the book, but it didn’t surprise them. “Scott’s gallant
with women,” said June Callwood. “He doesn’t speak of their failings.”Unlike her two sisters,
Rassy would have no career other than that of being a wife, and domesticity was a duty she
didn’t take lightly. “She was passionate about Scott, so she put everything into being the most
wonderful wife and support,” said June Callwood. “Rassy put all her creative energy into being
the world’s best cook—nobody will ever forget her duck, and the kids used to say about her
cakes, ‘Hold it down or it’ll float away.’ She made her own drapes and slipcovers to save money
… everything was perfect. She organized her home to create shame in every woman in the
country. It was all to hold Scott, as I saw it. Because Scott had a roving eye all his life.”This
couldn’t have been easy for Rassy; nor was Scott’s reserved manner. While she was blunt about
speaking her mind, her husband wasn’t always the easiest individual to read. “I always think of
Scott as somebody who avoids confrontation at all costs,” said his niece Stephanie Fillingham.
“So when things got tough, he just kind of backed away—and his women spent their whole lives



trying to catch him.” As Rassy put it, “How can you fight with somebody who won’t talk?”Scott
Young was, in his own subtle way, as intricate an individual as Rassy, and freelance career
struggles only exacerbated his idiosyncrasies. “As I was often told, in times of financial stress I
was not easy to live with,” Scott writes in his autobiography. He worked at home, and his
insistence on absolute quiet was extreme even to other writers. “Scott was hysterical about
noise,” said June Callwood. “Rassy used to say, ‘I can’t run a vacuum cleaner, I can’t wash
dishes.’ It had to be total silence in the house.”Yeah, it was quiet around the house when Daddy
was up there writing—until a certain time and then you could be noisy. He’s a real writer. That’s
what he does. He’d force himself to do five pages—some days they came real easy and some
days it was like pullin’ teeth. That’s what he told me.I can still remember goin’ up the steps, up
into the attic. He’d be on the typewriter and I’d just walk right up and stand there looking at him—
my head was just a little bit higher than his desk. He never, never got mad at me. It was always
“Nice to see you.”—Your brother, Bob, might’ve gotten a different reaction.Maybe, yeah. He was
a pretty mellow guy—with me. I think somethin’ about me made it a lot easier to get
along….Whatever people’s criticisms of Scott, in the early days of their relationship, Rassy
wouldn’t hear them. “She was loyal to a fault,” said June Call-wood. She typed all of Scott’s
stories (“Everything had to be in triplicate,” muttered Rassy, rolling her eyes), kept away anyone
who disturbed Scott’s concentration at the typewriter and generally battled the world on his
behalf. As Scott writes in Neil and Me, Rassy was “with me all the way, never complaining about
my quitting a job, selling house after house, moving from places she had decorated (and, boy,
could she paint, as she herself used to say).”For their first Christmas together—which Scott
would immortalize in a short story entitled “Once upon a Time in Toronto”—Rassy decorated the
tree with red paper roses and a note to her new husband: “This is our first Christmas. We don’t
have much except each other, but I have cut up little bits of my heart for you, to put on our first
tree.” This was Rassy. When it came to her husband, it was till death do us part.And Scott
obviously loved Rassy, although those close to him felt he was driven by forces beyond his
control. “Scott had ambition,” said his brother, Bob. “He had a pretty clear view of what he was
gonna be, what he was gonna do, and he was bloody well gonna do it—and Rassy helped, but
win, lose or draw, with Rassy there or not there, it wasn’t gonna stop him.”“Christ, we lived all
over hell’s half-acre,” said Rassy. “I moved sixty-seven times during my married life.” An
exaggeration, but Scott’s career machinations did have them relocating often. After their
marriage, the couple remained briefly in Winnipeg, then moved to Toronto in November 1940
when Scott got a job with the Canadian Press. On April 27, 1942, a son, Robert Ragland Young,
was born, and the couple spent much of the next three years apart, as Scott was sent to London
to cover the war, then enlisted in the navy: “I no longer wanted to be in the war as a bystander.”
Rassy and Bob lived with Scott’s relatives in Flin Flon until Scott returned home for good in
1945.“I know the exact time when Neil was conceived,” Scott writes, describing a romantic
snowbound night at a friend’s Toronto apartment during one of his infrequent leaves from navy
duty. Needless to say, Rassy contested this as she did just about everything her ex-husband



remembers. At any rate, Neil Percival Young was born at Toronto General Hospital at 6:45 A.M.
on November 12, 1945. *“Very open, very honest, very naïve” is how Elliot Roberts defines
Canadians: they don’t seem to burn out, just get more eccentric. They are the oddest breed I’ve
ever run into, but I’ll let Neil Young exemplify that. He’s never renounced his Canadian
citizenship.Canadians? They’re very resolute about some things. They’re conservative, they’re
liberal. People speak out, say what they think to a great degree. They don’t seem to be quite as
worried about how they look or what people think about them.It’s my roots. I really don’t have a
yearning to return to Canada—although I might someday. To me, Canada is my family, where I
grew up, memories of bein’ young and bein’ open to ideas. And then tryin’ to get outta Canada
because it was limiting. At sixteen, I was already goin’ down visiting the consulates, finding out
what you had to do to go down to the States, to legally go down there. Once you get there, you
find out how beautiful Canada is and what it has to offer—natural resources that are awe-
inspiring. So I’m proud to be a Canadian—but I don’t let it hold me back. Part of the planet, not
part of the nation.I wonder if some Canadians resent the fact that I left Canada. They probably
do.—Filmmaker, and Canadian, David Cronenberg feels there is a tendency to consider all sides
of the story to the point of paralysis: “It’s a Canadian thing, this balance. Up to a point it’s virtue,
beyond that it’s neurotic.”I agree with that. There’s something in Canada that teaches you that
you always gotta look at both sides. See how other people could figure out why what you’re
saying is wrong before you’re so sure you’re right.—Songs like “Rockin’ in the Free World” or
“Change Your Mind”—you think there might be something Canadian in the ambiguity of those
songs?Yeah. That’s all it is, heh heh.I don’t really have the confidence to stand behind things that
I say—because I really don’t think I know that much. I’m not confident that I know what I’m talking
about. That’s better than somebody who’s confident that they know what they’re talking about
and they’re sure—because that leads them down a path. I never believe what I know is good or
not, so I’m always scanning. Even the things I believe in the most, I doubt. And so when I see
something that I’ve said, or hear it—it makes sense to me that I might not feel the same way the
next time. Because that’s the way I am.“Neil was funny as hell,” said Rassy. “Great big eyes,
yards of black hair and fat—my God, you could not fill him up. He ate and ate and ate. Wide as
he was high.” While still in diapers, Neil—or Neiler, as he was to be known—exhibited a musical
bent any time his mother played an old 78 of Pinetop Smith’s “Boogie-Woogie.” “God, he loved
that record! Just leap up in his playpen, hold on to the railing and jig away.”The family moved into
a three-bedroom bungalow at 335 Brooke Avenue in Toronto, Bob and Neil sharing a room so
that Scott could have an office. He worked as an assistant editor for Maclean’s magazine,
supplementing his $4,000-a-year salary by selling short stories to magazines throughout
Canada and the United States. By 1947 the family was solvent enough to buy their first car, a
feisty ’31 Willys-Knight that Rassy drove, as Scott had no license. The Youngs continued to
relocate, living in rural areas outside Toronto, first at the Lake of Bays, then Jackson’s
Point.Raising children was an area where the couple clashed, according to Scott. “I used to
infuriate Rassy when she and the two boys would be arguing—I would say, ‘Now children, now



…’” Looking back, Scott said, “I think there were more battles between Rassy and the kids than
between the two of us.” Bob Young described his mother as “aristocratic. When I look back at it
now, she was obviously caring, concerned, put a lot of effort into it. She had the presence of
mind to make sure we were introduced to books and music at a very early age.”June Callwood,
who visited the family in Jackson’s Point, saw Scott and Rassy as too absorbed with themselves
—and their tangled relationship—to concentrate fully on their two very different children:
outgoing Bob, nervy and full of bluster; Neil, withdrawn and solemn. “Neil was a sullen, fat, dark-
eyed little baby. Not a happy baby, not a smiler, not a joiner. Not getting much. Neil got good
primary care, but he didn’t get affection, hugs, from either of his parents. So he became a little
watcher.”The cover story of the Toronto Telegram for September 9, 1950, concerns a small
country village called Omemee, and not far from the headline OMEMEE KIDS LIKE SCHOOL is
a large photograph of a jolly-looking four-year-old with spiky black hair holding a whopper of a
fish and smiling for the camera. The picture was faked; the fish was frozen and procured for the
picture. Somehow it seems appropriate that an artist as media-savvy as Neil Young would make
his earliest known public appearance learning the con. Still, it’s an appropriate image—most
people’s earliest memories of Neil involve him either carrying a fish nearly as big as himself over
his shoulder or dragging an oversized snapping turtle through town in his wagon, blissfully
unaware of the small army of hungry cats and dogs following close behind.Omemee is a town
conjured up in the first line of one of Young’s most indelible songs, “Helpless,” and as his brother,
Bob, states, “I think Neil would probably agree if there’s anywhere either of us would point to as
home, it would be Omemee.” In the summer of 1949, Scott Young bought a three-story turn-of-
the-century house on five acres right in the center of town for $5,400, and for the next few years,
Neil would lead a Huck Finn existence there.Young urged me to visit Omemee. As he put it,
“They remember me like I don’t.”“Dummy died,” said Jay Hayes, a Gaelic lilt to his voice and a
twinkle in his sad Irish eyes. “His brother came down to see Lester Markham—that’s the
undertaker—and he says, ‘Les, I want you to come and get my brother and bury him, he’s dead.’
Markham says, ‘I can’t go and get him. You hafta go and get a doctor.’ The brother says, ‘Jesus, I
don’t need a doctor, the guy’s dead—he hasn’t moved in three days!’” The barest hint of a smile
crept across Jay’s friendly face. “Typical,” he muttered. Scott Young and I, sitting across from
Hayes in the kitchen of his comfortable old house, chuckled appreciatively as he recounted tales
of some of Omemee’s more memorable characters.Over forty years before, it had been at this
house, across the road from the old mill bridge, that a chubby Neil Young—dressed, no doubt, in
the ragtag corduroy overalls he refused to let Rassy mend—marched up to the door and calmly
requested that Jay’s father, Austin, remove the fishhook embedded in his stomach. Apparently
Neil accepted this as an occupational hazard in the life of a fisherman. “God, Neiler had little
pinprick scars all over his stomach for years,” said Rassy.The old mill is gone, as is the tannery,
and the train no longer stops in town, but Omemee, said Jay Hayes, “hasn’t changed that much
since I was a kid, really.” People still get their eggs from a farmer on the outskirts of town, taking
what they need and leaving their money on the kitchen table. Scott Young recalls Omemee’s



crime waves—the stickup man who, after robbing the gas station, found his getaway car had left
without him and sheepishly went back in to return the money; and the time the bank manager’s
wife was taken hostage and plied her captor with cigarettes and booze until the police arrived.
Hayes remembers when stealing an apple earned you “a kick right in the backside. Certainly
was different, I’ll tell ya, than it is today—and I don’t see that much wrong with what happened
then.”Founded in 1820, Omemee went through several name changes before settling on an
Iroquois word meaning “wild pigeons.” Although just eighty-seven miles from Toronto, the village
of 750 could’ve been from another century, even when the Youngs lived here in the early fifties.
Some residents were still without electricity. For refrigeration, Jay Hayes remembers, “a wagon
came around with a block of ice.” Most folks farmed or worked at the tannery, North American
Leather. Doctor bills were sometimes paid “in potatoes and carrots,” said Hayes. “Nobody had
any money, eh.”Somehow, authors fit in. The Young household was often visited by Scott’s fellow
scribes. As Jay Hayes put it, “Writers? We were overrun by ’em.” And not ashamed of it, as Scott
Young would find out when he contributed a daily column on the 1950 Winnipeg flood to the
Toronto Globe and Mail. “I saw myself as a real national hotshot, printed in Montreal, Toronto,
across the country,” said Young. Back home at the post office, he encountered a local who had
taken turns with his sister reading the column aloud. “Nobody in Omemee coulda did better,” the
local told the writer proudly. “Nobody.”It was an idyllic time. Scott was able to focus primarily on
fiction for the first time, writing short stories and novels. In his spare time, he took his sons for
long rides in the family jalopy, entertaining them with old songs like “Bury Me Not on the Lone
Prairie.” Their dog, Skippy, rode along in the trunk when not watching over Neil. “Nobody got
within half a mile of Neil without Skippy being there,” said Rassy, who often went hunting with her
father, returning home to whip up a roast duck stuffed with wild rice that people remember to this
day. Unlike Bob, Neil would have nothing to do with hunting. “If they came back with no ducks,
he’d laugh. He’d figure it was a victory,” said Bob. “But Neil did eat the duck.”If it wasn’t fishing, it
was turtles. Rassy recalls trying to make soup out of a gigantic snapper “that went bad in the
heat. I’m staggering around with this stinkin’ turtle, and Neil decided this was funny. He was
leaning on the barn killing himself laughing. Neil could never stop laughing when he started
guffawing about something.” Turtles could serve a multitude of purposes—as his friend Garfield
“Goof” Whitney III recalls, “Neil used to scare the girls with ’em.”When asked what kind of child
Neil was, Scott replied with a description that a relative had given him: “A droll little boy.” Already
he was earning a reputation as an upstart in school. By 1953, the Omemee principal was
routinely sending home missives such as the one beginning, “Dear Mrs. Young, this small
person has been causing Miss Jones a great deal of trouble over a long period….” As Scott
writes, Neil “had a zany kind of a wit that gave his report cards for years one constant: his
teachers always wanted an improvement in his conduct.”“Neil was a great little kid,” said his
cousin Marny Smith. “Life was always a little more cheerful with Neil around. He never let
anything stop him.” Others remember him for the things he didn’t do. “When we’d have summer
holidays, main thing would be playin’ ball or somethin’,” said Goof Whitney. “Neil was more of a



loner—all he wanted to do was fish.”“I was always shy,” Young told Dave Zimmer in 1988. “I never
took part in anything. If there was some sort of group thing, I always just sort of stood and
watched.” Whitney, a bit older, subjected Neil to endless tortures. “There used to be a woman
who lived next door to Neil, Olive Lloyd—we used to tease her to get her goat. She was a real
outlaw, this woman—she’d chase you with a butcher knife. I said to Neil, ‘Call her Mrs.
Peeniehammer and she’ll give ya candy.’ And he yelled it out, and Holy Jesus, she come right
out chasin’ Neil. Every time he walked to school he’d have to cross the street. He was scared to
walk by the place.”Yeah, the—Peeniehammers. That probably wasn’t their name. I thought it was,
because of my friend Goof. I was so fuckin’ naïve. When you’re a little kid and you’re real gullible
and you go for anything anybody said, people remember that. Next time you come by, they’ve
got a new idea for ya.I had several pet turtles. I guess the one that comes to mind is the one that
got stepped on at one of my father’s parties. It was just a little guy—some of the kids were playin’
with it and they took him out and put him on the floor and phhhhhhht! A sad case. But before
that, I had a sandbox and it was all full of turtles. Then I’d let ’em out or forget about ’em—which
has sometimes been my history with pets.Omemee’s a nice little town. Sleepy little place. I
remember this one guy, Reel. Skinny Reel used to have this great little shop—it’s still there—and
there used to be all these pansies out in these wooden boxes. The sidewalk was pretty wide and
you’d go walkin’ along and there’d be all these boxes of pansies, the colors were so great …
walkin’ through, y’know, and it’s all happening. Life was real basic and simple in that town. Walk
to school, walk back. Everybody knew who you were. Everybody knew everybody.We had a TV
in Omemee. Saturday mornings—Lone Ranger—that made an impression. Hopalong Cassidy.
That and toy trains … that was kind of my world at that time. The Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey
show. The Honeymooners. Dragnet. The $64,000 Question. This Is Your Life. Jack Benny. The
Perry Como Show—I remember that my mom—our family—used to watch Perry Como all the
time. I couldn’t fuckin’ figure out what the hell that was about. Y’know … I just don’t understand
the cardigan. The stool. I mean, when I look at it now, it’s pretty cool—the guy’s just tryin’ to be
laidback and do a really mellow show…. Who knows?Out behind our house in Omemee the
railroad tracks went by. Maybe a thousand yards back from the house, maybe less. I used to put
a penny or a nickle down on the track so I could get it flat when the train came around. The
steam engines would come through with passenger trains, every once in a while a freight train
would come through. With a lot of passengers—it was the mode of transportation in the early
fifties. So I was familiar with the big steam engines. I can still remember seeing them standing
there … I liked the smell of the track, I liked the railroad bridge—which is still there. Took out the
tracks, though. I’ve got a couple of the nails.First train my dad got me—my dad and mom—was
when I was livin’ in Omemee. Marx. Got it through the Eaton’s catalog. Five years old or
somethin’. My dad built the table and we put the thing together. Just before I went to sleep at
night I’d turn the train on. It was all dark in the room and it was right there by my bed. I’d turn it on
and just watch it go around in the dark, and pretty soon that old AC motor inside would start
smelling that ozone smell. I don’t know if you know that Lionel smell, but now when I smell that, I



remember that feeling. Trains. I find their sounds inspirational. So fuckin’ big—wide—vibrating.
Awesome.I enjoyed the dedication of the school in Omemee to my dad a lot. It was great seein’
my dad and all the old-timers…. Principal got up and talked. At one point, the choir walked in and
they were about to sing and they started talking and they were saying the words to
“Helpless”—“There is a town …” One kid would say it, and way over on the other side in another
row, the other kid would say the next line, and they just dotted around through the whole choir
like that and repeated the lyrics to the first verse. That was just really moving. I was just sitting
there, y’know … it was an emotional night.In some fantasy world, I think, “Okay, I can go back
there.” But I really couldn’t. It’s not possible. At least not for the next several years. But to be able
to come and go—just drop in and pull out—that’s gonna work. It’s funny, maybe because I’m
getting older, I feel a kind of pulling from the area where I remember things as a kid. It’s an
innaresting sensation.“Neil got polio and lost all his girlish curves,” said Rassy, shuddering at the
memory. “Damn near died. Gawd, that was awful.” Nineteen fifty-one was the year of the last
major outbreak of poliomyelitis in Ontario. The virus preyed mostly upon young children, and
nearly half those afflicted suffered some form of paralysis or muscle loss. There would be 1,701
cases of polio in Ontario alone during 1951, and in Peterborough, Omemee’s county, seven
people would die, including one child from the village.“Polio always struck everybody to the
marrow of their bones,” recalled Rassy. “The worst thing was, the doctors would say, ‘Well, good
luck.’ ’Cause nobody knew what to do.” The Salk vaccine was still a few years away, so when late-
summer “polio season” came, people were afraid. “In the cities the ultra-cautious walked instead
of taking streetcars, and kept their distance from everyone else,” writes Scott. “City or country,
the fearful woke in the night wondering if that back pain was polio back pain, or that sore throat
was the polio sore throat.”In the wee hours of the morning on August 31, 1951, Neil Young,
nearly six at the time, awoke suddenly. The previous day, he’d gone swimming with his dad in the
Pigeon River, and now, at one in the morning, his moans attracted the attention of his father,
reading in bed. Neil had a sharp pain in his right shoulder blade and felt feverish. By noon the
next day when Dr. Bill came to examine him, he couldn’t touch his chin to his chest and yelped in
pain when his knees were bent up against his stomach. A few hours later, Neil was so stiff, Scott
writes, that he moved like “a mechanical man.”Dr. Bill suspected polio and suggested that the
boy be taken to the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto. Neil, wearing a surgical mask and
clutching a toy train his father bought him that morning, rode stretched out in the back of the
family car. Up in the front seat were Scott, Bob and Rassy, who, despite being bedridden from a
minor surgery, insisted on coming along. “Rassy never came up empty when there was a
challenge,” said Scott. A storm raged as Scott battled Labor Day traffic to make the ninety-mile
journey.When they arrived at the emergency room, Scott listed his son’s symptoms and the
nurses recoiled. “It was like a scene from the Middle Ages when a man spoke of having the
plague,” he writes. Neil was whisked off for tests, and Rassy, unable to bear Neil’s yowls of pain
as they extracted a sample of his spinal fluid, had to leave twice. “Neil refused to have an
anesthetic,” she recalled. “I was scared stiff.”A little while later, a doctor informed the Youngs that



their son was indeed suffering from polio, and a masked nurse wheeled him away to isolation.
The others returned to Omemee, where a white quarantine sign was soon placed in front of their
house. Only Scott was allowed out to purchase supplies, while the family waited by the phone for
word of Neil’s condition. “We spent a lot of time clinging to each other in the middle of the night,”
said Scott.Six agonizing days later came word from Toronto that the Youngs could take their son
home. When they got to the hospital, Neil was fresh from a disinfectant bath, his black hair in
spikes. “I didn’t die, did I?” were the first words out of his mouth. “He was so glad to see
everybody,” said Rassy. “The nurses sang ‘Beautiful, Beautiful Brown Eyes,’ Neil crying away.
Christ, he looked like hell on the highway. Skin and bones. He never got fat again.”Neil spent that
fall convalescing at home. “We knew he wasn’t gonna be dead, but that’s about all we knew,”
said Rassy. “We didn’t even know if he’d ever walk. His left leg wouldn’t go where it was
supposed to.” Rassy’s sister Toots came to help care for him, and the sickly boy amused himself
by drawing pictures of trains. “Neil was ambidextrous,” Rassy recalled. “You couldn’t tell where
one hand left off and the other began. I used to say, ‘You’ll either be a musician or an
architect.’”“When it finally got to where he could walk, he’d walk very slowly,” said Rassy. “He’d
walk to Dr. Bill’s, two or three houses away. I said, ‘That’s kind of far, isn’t it?’ He said, ‘Well, I can
sit on the sidewalk and talk to Mrs. Hoosit.’ He didn’t want me to go, ’cause then he figured he
wasn’t doin’ it by himself. And he fell—I knew goddamn well he was going to fall—and everybody
went shootin’ out of their houses to collect Neil so he didn’t get hurt. He continued—went to see
Dr. Bill. When Neil makes up his mind he’s gonna do somethin’, he does, y’know—and nothing
could stop him.”When winter clothes proved too heavy for Neil’s frail body, the Youngs rented a
$100-a-month cottage in New Smyrna Beach, Florida. They left Canada by car on December 26,
arriving in Florida on New Year’s Day, 1952. They would remain there until May, allowing Neil to
gather strength in the hot sun as well as his very first impressions of the United States.Scary.
Couldn’t move very well. Had to lay still for a long, long time. Propped up on pillows in the bed.
Then I’d fall asleep, and when I’d fall over it would hurt. I was real young and I had no idea what
the fuck was goin’ on. I just remember lying there, partially paralyzed. The doctor came in that
morning. Later that day, we got into the car. I was lyin’ down in the backseat. Sleepin’. Drove all
the way to Toronto—my dad drivin’, my mum in the front seat. A rainy, stormy night. Checked me
in to the hospital. Got in the waiting room—the white outfits and everything—they took me in
right away, put me on a table. They did a lumbar puncture, where they go into your spine and
extract spinal fluid. They did that right away. That was the most painful thing they did … I
probably didn’t want the needle.Polio fucked up my body a little bit. The left-hand side got a little
screwed. Feels different from the right. If I close my eyes, my left side, I really don’t know where it
is—but over the years I’ve discovered that almost one hundred percent for sure it’s gonna be
very close to my right side … probably to the left.That’s why I started appearing to be
ambidextrous, I think. Because polio affected my left side, and I think I was left-handed when I
was born. What I have done is use the weak side as the dominant one because the strong side
was injured.I never gave it a lot of thought growin’ up, but I think if I’d had the dedication,



architecture would’ve been like fallin’ off a fuckin’ log for me. The only thing I can’t do is draw. I
can sketch, but my sketches are so rough, I obliterate out all detail. I used to draw this same
boat. Had this big front end, came back to this little thing with a motor on it. It was like a wedge.
Made it so it lifted out of the water … most of the front end sort of flying along, only this little part
in the back where it was real skinny still in the water. I failed to take things like windage into
account, heh heh. Critical flaws in the plan. I just drew pictures of things I wanted built. Plans for
sailboats, plans for speedboats….I always liked building things. I like having crews working, stuff
going on. Creativity. People working and getting paid and creating something—feeling good
about what they’re doing.I like Frank Lloyd Wright and Gaudí … ancient things in architecture—
like Aztec architecture. The Indians and the architecture of the tepee—basic architecture. Basic.
Think of how incredible it would be to come up with a form that could be used in the way that the
Indians used the tepee? Imagine what it would be like to think of that. Architecture is a reflection
not of the one person, but of a time and place where civilization is at. The architecture is more
important than the artist, where a lot of other art, the line’s kinda blurred—like, fer instance, rock
and roll, okay?I remember drivin’ down to Florida. Seein’ all the new cars. Going down in the
winter of ’52, seein’ a new ’53 Pontiac. Wow. Fuck, man. With two bars goin’ down the side.
Unbelievable. Canadian cars were like American cars, but you never saw so many new ones.
And in Canada you tend to get the bottom of the line—people couldn’t afford them because they
were so expensive. I can remember seein’ these new cars I’d only seen pictures of and they
were all over the place—the cool ones. “Wow! Look at that!” I could name any car, who made it,
what year it was, what model, if it was the big one or not. I knew every car on the fuckin’ road.I
love old cars. Forties, fifties. Big cars. Heavy metal. I even love new cars. ’Cause they get me
where I wanna go. I love travel. I got hooked on those trips when I was five, six years old. I think it
was my dad. The highway bug. I’ve always loved it.—What did the cars here tell you about the
States?Well, dreams come true, heh heh. What can you say?“We were not a close family,” said
Scott Young. “There were far too many thistles in the salad.” Both sides of Neil’s family were
populated with outspoken, independent individuals who didn’t necessarily get along, particularly
the women. The rivalry between Rassy and Bob’s wife, Merle, continued unabated. To Rassy,
Merle was still the goddamn foreigner who’d once had designs on her husband. Get-togethers
between Scott’s and Bob’s families were intense. “When Rassy was around, everything was so
stressful,” said Neil’s cousin Stephanie Fillingham. “The kids would all kind of hide.”On one visit,
Bob Sr. entered his brother’s kitchen expecting to engage in innocuous conversational niceties
with Rassy. “I said, ‘Morning, Rassy. How are you?’ She answered, ‘What the hell kind of a crack
is that?’”Then it was Merle’s turn when one of the kids started crying. “Rassy was furious—‘Get
that kid to shut up. It’ll disturb Scott.’ Jesus Murphy, Rassy gave us a bad time. And Merle
wouldn’t take it, so we packed up the kids. Scott stood on the porch crying. He said the two
people he loved most were fighting—Rassy and Merle. He begged us to stay.”Scenes like this
took a toll on the marriage. At one point, Scott took refuge with Bob’s family. Bob’s daughter
Penny Lowe remembers her uncle staying in the next room, weeping. “I’d get furious,” said Scott.



“Or I’d get attracted to somebody who didn’t give me all the hassle I was getting at home.”In
1954, while on assignment for Sports Illustrated, Young became involved with another woman,
and on a subsequent trip away from home, after commiserating with a photographer going
through a similar situation, he sent home a long letter requesting a divorce. His son Bob recalls
being in the car when Rassy drove to the airport to pick up his father and saw the other woman.
“We gave her a ride back to Toronto,” said Bob.Somehow Rassy and Scott managed to patch
things together, relocating to a duplex on Rose Park Drive. Scott spent much of his time cooped
up in a cheap boardinghouse writing his first adult novel, The Flood. The idyllic days in Omemee
were over. “It was a terrible time,” writes Scott. “The year was full of tears and recriminations and
reunions and separations again.”This bleak mood would permeate much of The Flood. Reading
the book today, one can recognize certain similarities between Scott’s prose and Neil’s
songwriting: the restrained but intense tone; long interior monologues; detailed, dramatic
descriptions of weather; even the use of a bombastic preacher who condemns all in the name of
God.Set against the backdrop of an actual disaster—the 1950 Winnipeg flood—it is the story of
the recently widowed Martin Stewart, a public relations man with two young sons, Don and Mac.
Martin finds himself torn between his now married first love, Martha, and a young teacher named
Elaine. The book’s unsettling climax comes when Don sees Elaine and his father making love
and, because the boy is still attached to his dead mother, he runs away in horror and anger. Don
is found, father and son reconcile, Martin finds love with Elaine, but the happy ending is tainted.
Don makes his father promise they will never reveal to Mac what has happened, and the final
sentences of the story find Martin worrying over what effect his actions have had on Don.Scott
admitted that the characters of Don and Mac were based on his own sons. The ebullient Mac—
inspired by Neil—Martin loves “deeply and without reservation. Sometimes he thought it a little
silly for a man to feel that he could tell everything to a nine-year-old and it would be understood,
or that it would be understood without telling, but that was how he felt about Mac.”Published in
1956, The Flood was dedicated to Rassy. “She had to suffer through the writing of it,” said Scott.
“I had, one way or another, caused her quite a bit of hurt, and I sure as hell wasn’t going to
dedicate it to anybody else.” Unfortunately, the gesture was lost on Rassy, who recognized
herself as Martin’s wife, Fay, dead from a car crash. The incident was based on a real-life brush
with death that Rassy had while the Youngs were in Florida. “Rassy took that as a wish for her to
be out of the way,” said Scott. “I certainly didn’t wish Rassy dead. This woman in The Flood was
as far from Rassy as could possibly be—a quiet blonde from Toronto.” But as far as Rassy was
concerned, Scott had executed her. It didn’t bode well for the future.“We did have a new start,”
writes Scott about their next move, this time to a clapboard house with two acres on Brock Road
in Pickering, just east of Toronto. “I believed it … I resolved we would be happy, happier than
ever.” It seemed possible. In Pickering, Young landed a daily column for the Toronto Globe and
Mail, which led to a highly successful sports column for the paper. He also began appearing on
television, doing intermission commentary for “Canada’s most popular show,” Hockey Night in
Canada. Meanwhile, Bob had become one of Ontario’s top junior golfers, and Neil, Scott writes,



“had two main pursuits—listening to pop music on CHUM on a radio under his pillow and raising
chickens to sell the eggs.”“Neil could see a nickle in the bottom of a barrel,” said Jay Hayes of
Neil’s childhood entrepreneurial schemes. In Pickering, he would oversee both a chicken farm
and his first paper route. He had a partner: His father would deliver the eggs Neil sold and help
him get his papers out. In 1992, Neil would tell a reporter that his happiest memory of his father
was coming home to Scott’s pancakes after the morning deliveries.It was the mid-fifties, the
dawn of rock and roll, and the sounds wafting over the late-night Toronto airwaves entranced the
eleven-year-old. Young fell in love with it all: rock and roll, rockabilly, doo-wop, R&B, country,
even the surreal Western pop of Gogi Grant’s epic “The Wayward Wind.” “I really wanted to be
like Elvis Presley when I was a kid,” Neil told deejay Tony Pig in 1969.“When I finish school I plan
to go to Ontario Agricultural College and perhaps learn to be a scientific farmer,” Neil wrote in a
grade-school report, spelling out the arcane specifics of chicken financing and dramatically
recounting the massacre that wiped out almost all of his first batch. “Maybe you can imagine the
thrill of watching young chicks grow into healthy, husky chickens. They have more body than
feathers, more feet than body, and more pep and energy than their odd bodies are capable of. It
is very easy to become attached to these abnormal birds. I did.”Petunia—now there was a
chicken. She was one of the original batch. One of the only survivors of the great attack—a fox
or a raccoon got in and killed all of ’em. Just took ’em all out. Just when I was gettin’ things goin’.
I musta had thirty or forty at first—then up to like a hundred or somethin’.And I don’t know where
the fuckin’ idea originally came from, but I figured out how to get more chickens by selling golf
balls. Go out and find balls in the rough and sell ’em to the golfers. A lotta kids I knew did that to
make money. I’d find golf balls, sell ’em, save the money up and go get the chickens.Things that I
wanted, I’d work at them. One thing leads to another if you WANT something. I mean, I can see
the other end. I’d be workin’ like a motherfucker, seemingly for absolutely nothing, for a long
time. And then all of a sudden I’d be in a positon like “How the fuck did I get here?” … Know what
I mean?I listened to the transistor radio at night. It was one of the first really small radios that you
could put under your pillow. I think it was a little cream-colored one, with a little chrome thing on
the front. I saw one sorta like it the other day in a junk store. Transistor radios are fuckin’ great.
The original boom box. Just the fact that you could have your tunes with you. That was
amazing.When I first really started focusing on rock and roll was in Pickering. Brock Road. I
remember—I dunno how old I was, maybe ten or somethin‘—listenin’ to these fuckin’ records.
When my parents would leave, I’d turn the records up real loud and dance. Go nuts. Like I was
the coolest dancer in the world. I would always have this imaginary dance contest where I won—
but I was all by myself, singin’ along to records. Kinda made my own videos.We were quite up to
date on music in Canada. We got Wolfman Jack, we got all the shit. Plus we got the funky
Canadian country records, too. Old honky-tonk, raw country stuff. It was just on the radio all the
time. Guy Mitchell, early, early, early Johnny Cash, “Singin’ the Blues”—“I never felt more like
singin’ the blues.” Great shit. Ferlin Husky, Bobby Comstock—a rockin’ version of “Tennessee
Waltz”—Marty Robbins, “Don’t Worry,” with the first FuzzTone guitar … See, that’s country music



—fuckin’ feedback came from country. Who woulda ever thought. But there it was.“The Wayward
Wind” by Gogi Grant. Way out there. It’s just real simple. Straight ahead. I just have this one
image that keeps coming to mind with that song—where I used to live in Pickering, there’s the
Brock Road Public School. Just a two-room school and it’s still there. I’d walk there every day
from our house, and that song was on the radio at that time. The railroad track used to go right
behind the school, and the trains would go by, and there’s somethin’ about that song—I always
think about that one area. There was a little shack back there, a toolshed or something … I see it
when I hear “The Wayward Wind.”I always remember that same stretch of road, the railroad
tracks, the whole thing—every time I hear that song, it comes right back. That feeling when
you’re young and open, you have all these ideas. Real wide view. I dug the song a lot. You can
really get lost in it.Brock Road. That’s when music started getting through to me. Early rock and
roll. Real, real early—’55, ’56. Elvis, Fats Domino—“Blueberry Hill.” All the guys I liked had real
good grooves—but I had no idea what “the groove” was, I just knew what I liked. “Maybe” by the
Chantels. Raw soul—you cannot miss it. That’s the real thing. She was believin’ every word she
was singin’. It was perfect for the moment.“Bop-A-lena.” Ronnie Self—he was a screamer, wasn’t
he? The energy was so focused, so real … that really appealed to me. “Bop-A-lena” was just
hairy. fuckin’ out there. “Scoobedoobee go, gal, go Bop-A-lena”—you just … wow! I can’t
remember anything else about it, except this guy’s voice—Ronnie Self, he was fuckin’
hammerin’ it. I wonder what he looks like today. Find Ronnie Self! Now there’s a story worth
tellin’. *One of the first records I ever bought would be “The Book of Love” by the Monotones.
And “I Only Have Eyes for You.” ’Cause it was so slow—Shoo bop shoo bop, shoo bop shoo bop
… shoo bop shoo bop.Another song I used to listen to was “Mr. Blue” by the Fleetwoods. I
related to the story. That feeling—if Mr. Blue was more aggressive, he probably wouldn’t be Mr.
Blue. He probably would’ve found out either yes or no and would’ve been able to move on—but
he wasn’t. He was Mr. Blue. I think I was a little like Mr. Blue. And maybe I hadn’t gotten to the
point in my life where I realized that Mr. Blue could be squelched at any time by … Mr. Red. Heh
heh heh. And that Mr. Blue was just running the show for entertainment and Mr. Red was calling
the shots … y’know?Chuck Berry and Little Richard? That’s rock and roll. That’s the real shit.
Never saw them live, only on TV. Little Richard was great on every record back then, but his
ballads, like “Send Me Some Lovin’”—I just love the song. “Won’t you send me your picture …”
Great stuff. His emotion was so real, and the feel was so great. I heard “Good Golly Miss Molly”
last night—oh, the fuckin’ beat’s just all over the place and it’s so rockin’—boommmboom boom
boom boom boom.No predictable white chops like Jerry Lee. As great as Jerry Lee was, he
could never be Little Richard. How’s the Killer doin’? Is he bitter? Always had a chip on his
shoulder. Had his feelings hurt at a tender age. Very confused about religion and women. That
Baptist upbringing, that overbearing thing, with the spirit of rock and roll—a fuckin’ unbelievable
combination. He’s one of the seminal forces. When you listen to him now and you go back to
those days, it’s Jerry Lee and Little Richard. That’s what it is. Elvis was comin’ in a distant third
when you get right down to it.When I was a little kid, I thought Elvis was pretty hot. On TV. It was



a family thing. I just dug it. “All Shook Up” was a really good record. When it came out, it just had
this beat that made you feel good. It was like all of a sudden you felt like a human being.
Somethin’ was movin’ ya, y’know? Something that defined you. Kids get into it and their parents
don’t understand. That makes it great. Elvis the Pelvis—Rassy was big on that phrase. “One
Night,” that’s probably my favorite Elvis.—What do you think happened to Elvis?It’s the American
Dream personified. Gary Hart. Remember him? That’s the American Dream, too. Another
version.—You’re another version.This is a Canadian dream. It’s a Canadian version of an
American dream.—Is rock and roll the devil’s music?Rock and roll is everybody’s fuckin’ music
… I would certainly hope that it’s the devil’s music, but it’s not just the devil’s music. I think that’s
where God and the devil shake hands—right there, heh heh heh.—Were you a dreamer as a kid?
Oh yeah … everything. You name it, I dreamt about it. Everything. Certainly not just singin’ and
playin’—that wasn’t on my mind that much at that point. You just fixate on things. You want to get
some fish and put ’em in the little thing in your room, create this environment—that’s where I was
at, y’know. Heh heh.—In your own world?Absolutely. From the very fucking beginning. I had
turtles in the backyard, and that’s all I had—and I was groovin’ on that. The stuff I did, I’d get so
into that I missed a lotta shit. I can see that now. I’d get into things so deep that if I didn’t get into
it, I didn’t even know about it. And I think that it’s still the same way. I don’t think that’s changed at
all … and now I have to try to find that joint I left somewhere. Nothing’s changed.Scott Young’s
activities as a sports columnist began to heat up, and to minimize his travel time, the family
moved to North Toronto, settling in a nice suburban two-story home at 49 Old Orchard Grove.
Despite the efforts to be “happier than ever,” in the fall of 1959 the Youngs’ marriage was once
again foundering. “Rassy and I jabbed each other some, maybe even a lot,” writes Scott. “We
had very different views on many things, from life and love to bringing up children, and
sometimes we were rude to each other in public … the nineteen years of pinpricks were coming
close to adding up to a mortal wound. For myself, I was frankly looking elsewhere, again.”While
out covering a Royal tour, Scott Young fell for the woman running the press room. Astrid Meade,
writes Scott, “was divorced, had an eight-year-old daughter, drove a blue TR-3, was twenty-nine
(to my forty-one), and seemed to like me, too.” Scott makes a point of the fact that the
relationship wasn’t consummated on that first trip, but before returning home he stopped off in
Winnipeg to see another old girlfriend. By the time he made it back to Rassy, Scott was feeling
more than a little guilty.“I think Rassy suspected there was more to this tour than the Royal family.
I was still determined that everything was gonna work.” It was not to be. A short while after his
return home, Scott attended a golf tournament Rassy was playing in. “She was shooting terrific
golf, but she wound up with sort of a bad score,” he recalls. When he asked why, Rassy told him
there was another tournament the following week and she didn’t want her handicap to be too
low.“I kept saying it was dishonest,” said Scott. “I’m not even sure I used the word ‘dishonest,’ but
I implied it. I felt she was cheating and I wasn’t gonna sit still for it. I knew she’d done that before,
but if you get a name of being a cheat around a club like that … I was telling Rassy how to act,
and she rejected the whole goddamn thing. She rejected the idea that it was important, and I



probably got holier-than-thou.”According to Scott, the argument started at a friend’s house and
continued at home. By the time it was over, he had packed a bag and left the family for good.
“That was it,” said Scott. “It seems silly to break up a marriage of quite a few years over
something as silly as a golf game—except that we just didn’t have the equipment to deal with it.”
Rassy’s brown eyes flared when I asked her how Scott left. “Scott didn’t ‘left’—I flung him out.
There’s a difference.” She recalled that in the rush to pack his bag, Young spilled a bottle of ink
all over the contents of his suitcase. “I thought that was wonderful.”I remember my mother crying
at the kitchen table or something. I think she said, “Your father’s left and he’s not coming back.”
And I ran upstairs, and as I was goin’ upstairs, I said, “I knew it” or “I told you.” Yeah—“I knew he
would, I knew it, I knew it.” ’Cause before then, my dad had taken me out and told me if anything
ever happened, that he’d always love me no matter where we were. He just said, “Y’know, there
may be a time when your mom and I may not be living together … I got things I wanna do with
my life, we’re not gettin’ along too well, it’s not working out.” It was that kind of a conversation.
That it was okay. That it didn’t mean he didn’t love me. So I wasn’t totally unprepared, but still,
when it happens, you go, “Holy shit—Dad’s gone.”She was very bitter. That really did her in. I
think that when my mom and dad broke up, that was it for Rassy.June Callwood remembers
getting a call the day Scott left. “Rassy phoned me in hysterics. I knew what an awful tragedy it
was for her. Rassy didn’t have a life except for Scott. She had no outlet except for painting
chairs.”Callwood was surprised to hear from Rassy at all. Since the fight over Rassy’s gossiping,
they hadn’t exactly been close, but she offered Rassy support. The renewed friendship would
last less than twenty-four hours. “The next day Bob called me and said he’d been vomiting all
night,” said Callwood. “His mother wasn’t anywhere around, and Neil—stoic, inward Neil—
plodded off to school. Bob couldn’t go. He sounded awful.”Rassy’s sister Toots soon arrived from
Winnipeg to find the household in utter chaos. “I stayed there for three of the worst weeks I’ve
ever lived through. Bob was up all night playing mournful music, and Rassy was having hysterics
every ten minutes.” For Toots, the only bright spot was Neiler, who’d tromp home from school
wearing a hat with a big long feather, intent on cheering everybody up. “Neil tried so hard, the
poor kid—trying to act like everything was the way it should be. He’d come in whistling, slam the
door and then it went down the drain. But Neil tried every time. I hated to leave him there. I just
hated to. But what could I do? I couldn’t take over her child.”Snooky came up from Texas to try to
help. “Rassy cried all the time. I had never seen her cry. It was absolutely awful. Rassy didn’t
even hear when I said, ‘Don’t cry. You don’t cry over this. That’s not the thing to do.’ Mother
would’ve gotten angry at Rassy for carrying on like that. She would not approve. ’Course, Rassy
was crying so hard she didn’t care.”Snooky said she tried to talk to Scott. “His view of Rassy was
a onesentence thing—‘She leaves nothing in the bank.’ Scott wasn’t talking about money, he
was talking about relationships—he had to start from square one every day to be accepted as a
decent person. I thought it was a dirty remark. I remember the line, because I thought, ‘I wonder
if he ever knew Rassy.’”Divorce just wasn’t the way things were handled in the Ragland family,
where Bill and Pearl had stayed together despite what some say was a passionless marriage. “If



my father told you something, it was going to be that way, period,” said Snooky. “If it took
everything he had in the world, he would deliver on his promise. He raised us the same way—
that was pounded into us. We just thought that when we gave our word, that was it. Period. You
didn’t turn around and change your mind on something important. I know Rassy felt the same
way. She was so stunned by Scott.“Rassy went through life laughing until then. Everything was
funny to her … after that, it wasn’t. She didn’t laugh like she used to, and she drank a lot more. I
don’t know how much she drank, but she drank a lot. Anybody that didn’t meet her until after her
divorce never really met Rassy. She was never the same. It just broke her heart.”Within a couple
of days of the split, Scott took his two sons out to Ciccione’s, an Italian restaurant in Toronto that
remains a favorite family haunt, to deliver the bad news. “I tried to explain to them that I loved
them but that I didn’t want to live with their mother anymore,” he writes. “I’m not sure I made
much sense … I didn’t want this thing to end with the boys just going off into the blue, but I didn’t
know what was going to happen.”After dinner, Bob and Neil walked Scott back to the offices of
the Globe and Mail. Before they parted, Neil reached out to his father and patted him on the arm,
“as if to say he was sorry for me, which perhaps he was.” Having been around Neil enough to
know he isn’t always the most demonstrative person when it comes to his feelings, I wondered
what effect this gesture had on Scott. In reply, he launched into a story.“If Neil was in the room
with somebody who was fat or had some disfigurement—somebody who had undergone some
loss—and somebody made a reference that could hurt that person, Neil’s eyes would fill with
tears, and this is when he was five or six years old. He was so sensitive to people’s feelings—
and I know he’s hurt lots of people’s feelings one way or another—but when he was a little kid, I
noticed this. Neil just had a fantastic sensitivity for the hurts that other people carried with them,
and that patting me outside the Globe and Mail building? I’ve never forgotten it.”As the family
disintegrated, Neil’s obsession with music intensified. Christmas of 1958 is the first time anyone
remembers Neil really playing an instrument: a cheap plastic ukulele. His parents recall getting it
for him as a stocking stuffer; Neil said his father had bought it for him a few months earlier in
Pickering. Whatever the case, Young started to focus on making music. Scott writes that Neil
“would close the door to his room at the top of the stairs and we would hear plunk, pause while
he moved his fingers to the next chord, plunk, pause while he moved again, plunk. …”What were
the Raglands’ musical roots? There is the meager evidence of grandmother Pearl’s tormented
endeavors on piano and Rassy’s love for it. According to Scott, “The only thing that could move
her to tears was music—especially operatic music. The Great Waltz—Rassy saw that five times.
She would go anywhere that was showing. Rassy told me one time that the only thing in life that
she would really like to do was have a great voice for singing, so there was that in the mix when
Neil started to go.”Scott’s side of the family was full of down-home pickers. “If it was raining on
the farm, you’d run like hell for the house and get what instrument you could get,” recalls Scott’s
brother, Bob. “Somebody might wind up with a violin, somebody might wind up with a banjo or
mandolin or mouth organ. There’s sort of a family pride in musicianship.”As a teenager, Neil
would find out what formidable musicians the Youngs were when he attended a family funeral in



Winnipeg. “When Cousin Alice died, a bunch of us got together at one cousin’s house and told
Neil to bring his guitar—he was getting to be a hotshot around Winnipeg,” recalls Uncle Bob.
“Neil walks into this little house, sees all these farmers sitting around—everything but hay stickin’
out of their ears—and strikes up. Everybody starts playing, and Jesus, he was really trying to
keep up. They were all goin’ like hell.”Neil himself doesn’t remember this tale, and because his
contact with this side of the family was limited, he would retain little awareness of this tradition—
although two figures in the family made a big impression: Uncle Bob and Grandma
Jean.Although Bob Young spent most of his life working as a public relations man, his first love
was music. “My dad could play any stringed instrument that was put in front of him,” said
daughter Marny Smith, who, along with her sisters, Stephanie and Penny, performed in a
traveling singing group put together by their father. “I remember Neil watching my father
wherever we went,” she said.It has been assumed that Scott Young, who knew a few
rudimentary chords on the ukulele, was Neil’s teacher on the instrument. This claim is hotly
contested by Scott’s brother, Bob, who, when I first met him, despite being in his eighties and in
ill health, whipped out his own Arthur Godfrey uke and tore into “How in the heck can I wash my
neck if it ain’t gonna rain no more?” Bob is adamant that he gave Neil lessons, although he puts
the location at Omemee, which is before Neil had his own instrument. Neil also credits Grandma
Jean, matriarch of the Young clan.Jean was great, just a free-spirited musician. She’s got to be
the root. It’s just … the way she was. Everybody liked her. She was outgoing—but there was
always something about her that you didn’t quite have a grip on. She sang like a bird and played
piano. She would gather people around, sing at the drop of a hat, always putting on shows for
the miners and stuff. She was a working musician. I saw her and heard her play the piano, and
she was great. I wish I’d known her better, because I really think she was somethin’ special.My
uncle Bob, too. He was great. He had his girls—my three cousins. He had ’em trained. I mean,
they were like BOOM—“Dah daah dah daaaa!” Three-part harmony, everything perfect, y’know,
snappin’ along, just groovin’ like hell, my uncle playin’ ukulele, whatever it was, a big smile on his
face and the girls all boogyin’. Then he’d stop. “Well, girls—waddya wanna sing now?” Oh God,
they were great.I started concentrating on the ukulele on Brock Road. Then I picked up on it
more when we got to Old Orchard in Toronto. I think the first things were “Billy Boy” and “Rachel
and Rachel” and “Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie.” My dad can play, but he doesn’t play nearly
as well as his brother. We went down and got the ukulele, my dad got me started. And then my
uncle came along and showed me. He’d be all over the fuckin’ thing—“Uncle Bob, what the hell
are you doin’?” Rooop a dooop dooop …I went from a ukulele to a better ukulele to a banjo
ukulele to a baritone ukulele—everything but a guitar. I was getting into music.“When I was in
school, I always used to change all of a sudden,” Young told Dave Zimmer in 1988. “This is when
I was just in junior high school, and I’d wear the same kind of clothes and everything for a year
and a half. Then one day I’d be wearing all different clothes and I’d never wear those other
clothes again. I’d do a whole different thing … there’s something I didn’t like about obviously
being who I am. For some reason, I don’t feel safe like that.”Neil Young had white bucks on his



feet the first time he encountered Comrie Smith, who would be one of the bright points of life on
Old Orchard: Neil’s first boyhood musical pal. Having met in ninth-grade math at John Wanless
High School, they became fast friends over their mutual love for rock and roll. Upon entering high
school in the fall of 1959, they’d meet daily in front of the A&P at the corner of Yonge and St.
Germain to head off together for Lawrence Park Collegiate.An adolescent hipster with hair piled
high in an attempt at an Elvis pomp, Smith was knocked out by Young’s style. “Neil bopped down
Yonge Street. Very thin, very tall, with a greased-back D.A. on the sides but a crew cut on top. He
had a transistor radio, white bucks, a nice sweater, black pants. Very slick-lookin’ guy.”Despite
her limited funds as a single parent, Rassy splurged on Neil’s wardrobe, buying him sporty
sweaters and snazzy corduroy jackets at an upscale shop called Halpern’s. Comrie remembers
Rassy more as Neil’s buddy than his mother. “She was really nice and open with us. She had a
kidlike feel to her. I thought it would be so nice to have a mom like Rassy—‘Go ahead, do it.’ The
freedom Neil had was quite admired.”Comrie found a stigma involved in befriending a boy from a
broken home. “My parents couldn’t really accept Neil, always feeling that it would be better for
me to hang out with more balanced people.”Smith remembers Young as very high-strung and
deeply affected by his parents’ split. “Neil was very twitchy about the breakup. He talked about it
a lot. His face would usually be bright red by the time he finished.” Accompanying the flushed
complexion was a habit Young had “of flicking his fingers forward at such velocity as to cause a
loud snapping of the fingernails.” Neil somehow managed to turn his nervous tics into classroom
shtick. “It was well used,” said Smith. “All he’d have to do is walk in, make his face, do a flick and
the whole class would break up.”Neil’s antics, whether willful or chemical, made him popular with
girls. “They all liked him because he was so funny,” said Smith, vividly remembering Young
bouncing a rubber band off the chest of one female to prove she wore falsies. “See that, Comrie
—bounced right off,” exclaimed Neil, who, to Smith’s amazement, even managed to get his
victim laughing. “If I’d done that, pow!”Such behavior earned Neil a fairly permanent seat outside
the vice principal’s office, although even from there he managed a stunt or two. “I remember the
odd firecracker soaring past the classroom window, hurried footsteps, Neil rushing back past the
room to his desk in the hall, Miss Smith rocketing out the door to apprehend him en route and
the class breaking up.”Then there was an army cadet inspection one very hot day in May. Comrie
recalls chewing on a rubber band to keep from passing out in his uniform and black dress
oxfords. Young sauntered into line wearing his beloved white bucks. Thrown out of the ceremony,
Young was “laughing the whole way,” said Smith. “We had to stand there for an hour.”Young felt
an empathy for the more misanthropic members of his peer group. No doubt he recognized a
little of himself in such misfits. Gary Renzetti was “a streetwise kid with no brains and no money,”
said Smith. “He looked like he’d been through everybody’s garbage cans the night before.” One
day, Neil decided to help Renzetti through another day of harassment by clobbering one of his
tormentors with a math book to the head. The next time a bully started giving Renzetti grief, Neil
asked the teacher for a dictionary, and WHAM! Legend has it he knocked the hooligan out cold.
“I got expelled for a day and a half, but I let those people know where I was at,” Young would tell



Cameron Crowe many years later. “That’s the way I fight. If you’re going to fight, you may as well
wipe who or whatever it is out. Or don’t fight at all.”It wasn’t like literally “KILL!” But I did hit this
person over the head with the dictionary as hard as I could, and it felt great. I don’t advise it, but
it sure opens ya up. I could feel good about myself. John Wanless? You had to go at the right
time. If I got there a little early, I could get the shit beaten out of me, so I made sure I arrived right
on time. And when you got outta that school, you got fuckin’ out. Got away. People used to be
assholes. You know how they pick on you in school.There’s one guy in every class that nobody
fuckin’ likes, that is a total weirdo. I just have to have some conversations with this person,
y’know? Gary Renzetti. I hardly knew him, except that he was from another fuckin’ world, this
guy. Everybody picked on him. I don’t know—maybe he couldn’t speak English very well, that
might’ve been it. He was very big. And the clothes he wore were like from the forties—everything
was like, used. I never really got to know him very well, but I liked him. I said, “Renzetti—now this
fuckin’ guy has got a row to hoe—let’s watch and see how he does.” It was innaresting.—Some
people have said to me, “Look at Neil’s childhood—it’s a classic case of Revenge of the
Nerd.”Revenge of the Nerd? Great.—Why is that good?Because to achieve nerd status with only
homegrown knowledge of nerddom is a fuckin’ great accomplishment—and I’m proud.I had to
wear these fuckin’ white bucks. I liked the fact your feet were light and you could move around. I
had this Sani-White stuff I used to clean ’em—this white stuff in a bottle with this sponge thing
on the end—you paint them. It’s like whitewashing your feet.I was always about two or three
years behind everybody. There was nothin’ new about white bucks by the time I started wearin’
white bucks. They were like, out. No one was wearing them. That’s when I got mine. They were
enough of a statement to piss people off. They set me apart.After school, Comrie and Neil would
head for Comrie’s house at 46 Golfdale and a new Philips hi-fi belonging to his dad. Smith had it
all: Jerry Lee Lewis, Elvis 45s and EPs, a 78 of Little Richard screaming “She’s Got It,” Roy
Orbison. Instrumentals by Link Wray and Nashville pianist Floyd Cramer. Hell, Comrie even had
a couple of albums: Buddy Holly and the Crickets’ The Chirping Crickets and Go Bo
Diddley.Being true record hounds, Neil and Comrie had very specific tastes. “It was weird
sounds we liked,” said Smith. “Unusual sounds that hadn’t been heard before.” Comrie recalls
Young going gaga over particular records, usually guitar-based, like the Fendermen’s demented
bashing of “Muleskinner Blues” or “I Sure Do Love You Baby,” a Gene Vincent B-side with a torrid
solo that utilized volume control instead of distortion. But it was the attitude of Richie Valens’s
cover of “Framed” that got to Young: pure J.D. hep talk featuring the immortal couplet “I was
walkin’ down the street, mindin’ my own affair / When along came a cop, grabbed me by my
underwear.”“Neil thought that was fabulous,” recalls Smith. So fabulous that when the homework
assignment in Miss Pat Smith’s English class called for copying a poem from memory, Young
scrawled down the lyrics to “Framed” and turned them in.When not obsessing over records, Neil
and Comrie attended weekend dances at Saint Leonard’s or Saint Timothy’s to check out the
local groups. “Neil and I would stand by the stage drooling,” said Smith, who still recalls the
Saturday afternoon they were invited over to an older kid’s house to watch the Sultans



rehearse.Inevitably all this led to talk of forming a group, and Smith remembers Neil mulling over
the possibilities: Are we gonna play music with lyrics that mean something? Top-forty hits?
Instrumentals? Folk music? Rassy’s input was considered heavily. “She really wanted him to do
more of a lyrical thing like the Kingston Trio,” said Smith. “Neil said, ‘Well, if we put a group
together, think bongos, Comrie, think bongos.’”At Young’s urging, Smith ran out and got a set for
twelve bucks. He remembers sitting on the edge of a bed, trying them out while Neil plunked
away at his uke, both of them playing along with a 45 of Preston Epps doing “Bongo Rock.” “We
finally figured out we should have more people in the group.”One Sunday evening when
Comrie’s parents were away at church, the pair took it to the next level: a quartet. Neil on uke,
Comrie on bongos, school chums Bob McConnell and Harold Greer on guitar and bass. “Let’s
go to the hop, oh baby, let’s go to the hop,” chirped Danny and the Juniors over and over from the
Philips as the group fumbled the chords, eventually braving a run-through on their own. Said
Comrie, “Within an hour, we said, ‘Wow—we’re gonna have to learn more songs!’”Now they
were a band, even though nobody can recall the name of the outfit if indeed it had one. But they
did have outfits—gold boat-neck half-sleeve T-shirts with black crisscrosses that Neil had picked
out at Halpern’s. Young and Smith boldly wore the getups to school, thinking they were two cool
cats—until some wisenheimer shouted, “Look! The Bobbsey Twins!” “Talk about a put-down,”
muttered Smith some thirty-five years later.We were pretending we had a band. None of us
could play. Without the record going there was nothing happening.I do remember hearing a lot of
Kingston Trio at home. I remember Rassy used to play Lena Horne records, Glenn Miller, those
big-band kinda things—she played those quite a bit during that period on Old Orchard
Grove.Comrie really is a cool guy. Still makin’ music, has a little band. Sent me a tape—haven’t
listened to it. I’m so terrible. I never listen to anybody’s tape.People don’t realize how little I listen
to anything. Anything. I’m untouched. I really am—compared to the input most people have, their
knowledge of music and what’s happening … I always felt that the less I knew, the better off I
was.But I did have my own records. I remember bein’ fascinated by the fact that the Everly
Brothers had done “Lucille.” Even though it was the Everly Brothers, I felt there was something
missing—it was great, but it’s not what the original was. The original—and the copy.I started
buyin’ 78s. Larry Williams, “Bony Moronie.” Hank Ballard and the Midnighters. “Rawhide” by Link
Wray—that’s the one that goes, “Dahdahdah dah dardar“? That was his follow-up to “Rumble.”
Those were both great. Phil Phillips, “Sea of Love.” Jack Scott. I liked Sam Cooke, but not quite
enough to buy the record. I did like Buddy Holly—but I didn’t like that quite enough to buy the
record until I bought the album that had all the songs on it. I didn’t buy the singles. But with Larry
Williams and some of those old records, I bought the 78s as soon as I could. Robinson’s was like
an appliance store, and there was this nice lady that we used to talk to all the time. I think Comrie
and I went in there a lot together. It was just around the corner from his house. You’d go in, it’d be
the Hit Parade. You’d see it all: “Wow, you can buy that song?” Take these big things, discs, hide
’em under your arm. “I got a record here. You people have got shit!”I used to really love Floyd
Cramer, “Last Date.” That was really the only one I knew. “Dowdowdowdowwwwdow”—



everything’s pulled. Everything. There’s always something movin’ down there. I liked that sound,
so I play the guitar a lot like that … pull the notes. I just always have. When I first did it on guitar I
thought it was really cool, but it was Randy Bachman who did it first. Randy was the first one I
ever heard do things on the guitar that reminded me of Floyd. He’d do these pulls—“darrr darrrr,”
this two-note thing goin’ together—harmony, with one note pulling and the other note stayin’ the
same. I thought, “I can do that if he can do it. It might take me two years to learn how, and I’ll do it
at half his speed, but I’ll fuckin’ get it.”I loved Roy Orbison from the beginning—“Only the Lonely,”
that was big when we were visiting that lady at the record store. Great singing, great
arrangements, great records. Roy was the closest thing to Bob in rock and roll. He was just so …
sincere and he just stood so tall. His fuckin’ records were brilliant. They were revolutionary
records. Hit after hit after hit … totally off the wall. Voice like a fucking opera singer—singing
these ballads with a Ravel’s Bolero type of beat. What the fuck? Where did that come from,
y’know? “Evergreen.” “Blue Bayou.” I loved that fuckin’ record. I played that record over and over
and over. I just loved the fuckin’ track. And the vibe—the way he sings that song. That is a fuckin’
song. There’s a songwriter who sings about tragedy to such a fuckin’ degree it’s almost
impossible to comprehend the depth of that soul. It’s so deep and dark it just keeps on goin’
down—but it’s not black. It’s blue, deep blue. He’s just got it. The drama. There’s something sad
but proud about Roy’s music.—What did you like about Del Shannon?Same thing I liked about
Roy Orbison. He used all these weird chords, and there’s something about him—such a tragic
character. * He struck me as the ultimate dark figure—behind some Bobby Rydell exterior,
y’know? “Hats Off to Larry,” “Runaway,” “Swiss Maid”—very, very inventive. The stuff was weird.
Totally unaffected. He was just doin’ his thing. How he ever came up with those ideas I don’t
know.Bobby Darin. He was pretty funky back then … innaresting guy. Actually, his first song
came out when I was in Pickering—“Queen of the Hop.” I appreciated what he was doing. It
wasn’t that I ever got washed away with the message, although “Queen of the Hop” was pretty
cool, you could see a picture with that one. “Dream Lover” was good, too. Y’know when he did
the Tim Hardin song “If I Were a Carpenter“? Another completely different sound. “Mack the
Knife” was cool, too. But it was almost a distraction, ’cause it was such a radical change—you
were goin’, “Wait a minute. Jesus Christ. This is really good, but who the fuck—is this the same
guy? What the hell happened?”That’s the first artist I can remember where you’re goin’, “Well,
shit—he just changed. He’s completely different. And he’s really into it. Doesn’t sound like he’s
not there.” “Dream Lover,” “Mack the Knife,” “If I Were a Carpenter,” “Queen of the Hop,” “Splish
Splash”—tell me about those records, Mr. Darin. Did you write those all the same day—heh heh
heh—or what happened?He just changed so much. Just kinda went from one place to another.
So it’s hard to tell who Bobby Darin really was.Comrie and Neil sometimes headed off to a
special secret little neighborhood spot—whipping out a couple of pipes packed with a
particularly noxious blend of tobacco called Bond Street—then ruminated over girls, bands,
records and other important matters while they puffed away. According to Comrie, the
conversations all had a way of creeping back to Neil’s home life.Once Scott and Rassy



separated, things went from bad to worse. Scott’s new love, Astrid, had been writing to him,
sending letters via his brother’s address. Bob’s wife, Merle, got ahold of one of these letters and,
perhaps in retaliation for Rassy’s antagonism toward her, forwarded it. “She knew Rassy would
recognize a woman’s handwriting and open it—and read it,” said Scott. “This is exactly what
happened.” In 1960, Rassy filed for divorce. According to Scott, Rassy told him that she’d shown
Astrid’s letter to their children. For over twenty years Scott believed this to be true, until he was
working on Neil and Me. Neil told his father he’d never seen the letter. “Why would Rassy say
that?” asked Scott. “She was just trying to make you feel good about yourself,” quipped
Neil.Scott would be wracked with guilt for years. “First love is very powerful, and you can never
be sure of some drastic action you take in relation to a marriage,” he said. “I often thought that
people who were really sane could handle those things somehow, make it work. There were so
many good things in our marriage—our two kids, all the things we did, the career things we
fought through together…. I think the perfect marriage for Rassy would’ve been if she and I had
worked out and I had become a wellknown writer, but without betraying the love we had sworn to
one another.”Unfortunately, Scott still suffered from the marryalator blues. His brother, Bob,
recalls Scott ranting on about how “he’s never gonna get married again, never, never, never, and
we’re driving along Yorkville and there was a Northwest breeze, hot day—and an Indian girl
wearing a sari walked across the street, the sari plastered to her front in the breeze. She was a
beautiful creature. Jesus Murphy, Scott’s ears came up. That was five minutes after he told me
he was never gonna look at another woman.”In 1960, divorces were almost impossible to obtain
in Canada. “There was only one way to get a divorce, and that was to prove adultery,” said Scott.
“That was it. And there were these guys and girls who made a living at this. Your handy divorce
lawyer would get a girl, she’d sit in her slip or panties on a hotel-room bed, and the guy that was
supposed to testify would walk in and see this.” Rassy had one special requirement: that Astrid
be the corespondent. “She had to be the woman who was found in my room,” said Scott,
chuckling. “It was tough being in court with Rassy.”Once the marriage was over, it was open
warfare for Rassy. She attacked Scott with the same tenacity she had once used to support him.
“I seriously disappointed Rassy, and there was no surrender in her makeup,” said Scott. “She
went all over town saying what a shit I was.”She was still saying it over thirty years later. “Scott
was a very odd man—he was never proud of anything anybody ever did. Scott’s got no faith in
anybody doing anything unless he’s running it. He couldn’t stand it if somebody admired
something I’d done—it really drove him up the wall. A selfish man—he had no idea what other
people’s needs were. A cold fish is what he is.”Following the breakup, Bob stayed in Toronto with
his father, while Neil returned to Winnipeg with Rassy. “Probably the one mistake I made was not
telling them both that they could come and live with me if they felt like it,” Scott recalls. “I’ve
always regretted that, because Bob chose to come with me and I couldn’t quite face the idea of
Rassy being without anybody—‘Okay, I’m gone, okay, Bob is gonna go, so …’ Neil was, in a
sense, I wouldn’t say the victim … I advise people: Don’t ever break up with your family without
telling them that you love them and you want them if they’ll come and live with you.”Bob took the



divorce especially hard. “At that time I didn’t wanna go anywhere else, I didn’t wanna live in a
different place, I didn’t wanna go somewhere where I didn’t know anybody,” he said. “I’d had
enough of moving all over the place. I played amateur golf—it was like a life-or-death struggle. I
figured it was my only way out.“There was no choice that would ever keep both people happy.
From my perspective, it was a no-win situation. It caused me a lot of trouble—I think it caused
Neil less trouble because he was still sort of protected in the sense that he was too young to do
what I did: work.”Everything would be a battle for Bob; he would quarrel with his family, let his golf
career slip away and wander through life in search of a purpose that still seems to elude him. Not
long after the family broke up, Bob recalls tramping around on a wintry Winnipeg day with Neil,
each of them promising that whoever made it first would help the other with his dreams. Over
forty years later, Neil is still helping his brother pursue his.Rassy, of course, thought it all
would’ve been different had Bob come to Winnipeg. “Scott didn’t like Bob. You can murder
somebody with words, just cream ’em right into the garbage by putting them down at every
opportunity, and that’s what Scott did.”Neil would internalize everything, immersing himself in
music. Later in life he’d often find himself the seemingly passive eye in a tornado of quarreling
producers, managers and musicians, all clamoring for his attention. Perhaps it is a form of
affection Young can understand.And he’d hold his cards so close to his chest that even those
closest to him couldn’t be certain of anything. His music might ooze with raw emotion, but as a
person, “stoic, inward Neil” was frequently an impassive, impenetrable fortress.I guess it was
kinda early for divorce. My mom and dad were trailblazers, heh heh.—Do you remember a lotta
conflict as a kid?Between my mother and father? Yeah—a fair amount. There was conflict. My
mother was very emotional. Extremely emotional.—How would it affect you?Y’know, I don’t
remember. I mean, I don’t have any vivid remembrance of lying there feeling bad or anything. It
happened—but it didn’t happen so much that it was like a big bother. I think when my parents
broke up, I realized, “Well, those were real fights.” I mean, they were trying to work something out
that didn’t work out. Somethin’ happened. I don’t know what.My dad kind of got around a little.
That’s what I think. He was a really friendly guy, heh heh. My dad knew everybody, right?—And
Rassy knew that your dad knew everybody, and she kept tabs on all of ’em!That must’ve burned
her up, keepin’ track of all that shit—and my dad was just havin’ a good time. My dad is a cool
guy and I could learn a lot from him. Better start pretty soon….I must’ve led the most sheltered
life in the world—because all the shit that happened, it may have been happenin’ right in front of
me, but I didn’t see any of it. I didn’t. I was just spaced out.I still can remember trying to make the
best of that situation. ’Cause I thought, “Well, hell—it’s not so bad. It’s not so bad. Here we are.”I
don’t know. At first I cried, it blew my mind and everything but hey, y’know—on the other hand, I
think I knew they weren’t happy together. And I was thinkin’, “God, maybe my mom will find
somebody new. Maybe my dad’s gonna be happy.” It felt to me like we should try to just keep on
goin’ and be positive. I mean, I was kind of lookin’ forward to the future, y’know.It hadn’t been
very happy around the house. The vibes had been pretty heavy. I don’t have the best
remembrance of that place on Old Orchard. I remember not spending a lotta time there,



spending time at other people’s houses. So I think that when my dad left, part of me was happy.
Now we can have some fun around here, fer Chrissake! Y’know: “Let’s go down and buy a new
shirt. Look at the fuckin’ shirts they got—sparkling shirts. Let’s go. Let’s get something happening
here.” Heh heh.—I asked your dad what he thought you had in common. He said your outlook on
women. “I used to ask everyone to marry me,” he said. AHAHAHAHAHAhahahaha … There you
go. Sounds awful familiar to me—I was wonderin’ if that was him or me.It’s funny, though—
people tell me what a SAD CHILDHOOD I had. What a bummer all this was, how down I seemed
to be. And I listen to that and I’m goin’, “I don’t think it was that bad. I don’t think it was like that.”
But even today, a lotta people look at my picture and they think that I’m very down and I’m always
low. Even my kids. “Dad, lighten up.” And I’ll be at the movie with Pegi, havin’ popcorn—chomp
chomp chomp. I’m overamping on something, who knows what it is—Pegi goes, “Come out of it,
what’s wrong, are you feelin’ all right?” Maybe I was obsessing about some fucking detail of
something somewhere, about Lionel or how am I gonna tell Billy that certain songs aren’t gonna
be on the record….I work out a lot of shit on my face. I know sometimes I stress, but it seems like
I look a lot worse than I am…. Apparently I look like I’m a fuckin’ maniac half the time. Really
heavy. I think that I’m kinda a funloving guy. A fuckin’ good-time guy.“When I was a young boy /
My mama said to me / Your daddy’s leavin’ home today /I think he’s gone to stay / We packed up
all our bags / And drove to Winnipeg,” Young would write thirteen years later in “Don’t Be
Denied,” as his father puts it, “saying in six lines what took his mother and me a year or more to
live, in bitter acrimony.”Bob remembers going to the family house and finding it empty. Rassy and
Neil had vanished. “They were gone. I didn’t even know they’d left.”Rassy and Neil made their
way to Winnipeg, hoping for a new start. The intense focus and support Rassy once had for her
husband was now, for better and for worse, concentrated on her son.He lost himself in music on
the trip west. “Neil used to bite his nails, so if he could go an hour without bitin’ his nails, I’d let
him play the guitar,” Rassy recalls. “So that’s what we did all the way to Winnipeg—which is a
helluva long way.”* Scott had a different version of events surrounding Neil and Me. When the
manuscript was in galleys, Rassy called up, threatened all sorts of legal action and claimed Neil
—conveniently on a boat trip at the time—had given her permission to edit the book. Scott gave
her five days to peruse the manuscript and make any factual corrections. A few days later she
called back with a very minor correction. She then offered her congratulations on the book,
telling Scott how much she had enjoyed it. Scott later repeated Rassy’s flattering review to Neil.
“Well, Dad, you’re the only person she said that to,” he quipped.* Rassy’s wedding was a pretty
dramatic affair, according to her sister Snooky. Rassy was set to marry star athlete and Canoe
Club favorite Jack McDowell, and invitations had long since been sent out when, one week
before the wedding, Rassy changed her mind. “Instead of marrying Jack McDowell, who was the
gentleman on the invitation, Rassy informed Mother she was marrying Scott,” said Snooky, who
recalls the Raglands returning a mountain of wedding gifts with “a little announcement that the
wedding was still on—but the bridegroom had changed.”* There is some controversy about
Young’s middle name(s)—which he wouldn’t confirm for me—but both his father and a musician



who’s seen his passport say “Percival.” Young is allegedly a triple Scorpio.* Wild man Ronnie Self
—aka Mr. Frantic—was born in Missouri in 1938. “Bop-A-lena” was a number-sixty-three hit in
1958, and he then wrote both “Sweet Nuthin’s” and “I’m Sorry” for Brenda Lee. In and out of jail,
married to the same woman three times, Self—according to writer Randy McNutt—“sank into
personal troubles and frustration” in Nashville, and at one point “burned his gold records in front
of the BMI office.” He died in August 1981 at age forty-three.* Del Shannon ended his life via a
self-inflicted .22 bullet to the cranium on February 8, 1990.leaving things behind“Neil’s a guy
who likes to collect old things—and I definitely fit that bill,” said Harper with a mild laugh.Jack
Harper—or just plain Harper, as Neil calls him—was my guide in Winnipeg. A compact, athletic
powerhouse who seemed to have a million projects going at once, Harper is head professor for
the faculty of physical education and recreation studies at the University of Manitoba. Married to
his high school sweetheart, Pat, Jack was the furthest thing from a rocker I encountered in this
project, although he does manage to sneak off and bang drums in Midlife Crisis, a motley band
of old-time amateurs that performs, among other Neil Young tunes, “Cinnamon Girl”—and plays
it, as Harper puts it, “not very well.” They rehearse at the Crescentwood Community Club, an old
recreation hall where Neil played with his first real band many decades before.Neil and Jack met
in the fall of 1962 at Kelvin High School. Jack would join Neil’s band, and Neil would fire him a
month later. “Harper was in track, he was a gym rat, a gregarious, very outgoing guy,” said their
old phys-ed teacher Mike Katchmar. “I don’t think Neil hung out with a heck of a lot of people—
he was a very quiet type of individual.” The misfit musician and popular jock remain close friends
over thirty years later. “Neil and Jack are really an odd couple—one is so outgoing, one is so
quiet,” said Katchmar. “Different as night and day.” Yet when Neil comes to Winnipeg, Harper is
the one he looks up. “I don’t get the sense that Jack’s changed very much from when Neil knew
him,” said Joel Bernstein, Young’s archivist. “I think Neil’s comfortable with that.”Long periods will
go by without word from Young, or even a return phone call, but Jack understands. “A lot of
people lose patience with Neil,” said Harper, who chooses his words carefully, not wishing in any
way to upset his old friend. “He isn’t the greatest corresponder and he isn’t the greatest
communicator … I don’t get offended by it. Neil’s doin’ his thing. I always hear from him when it’s
important.” When Harper lost a parent, Neil wrote him a letter. Young can be a man of painfully
few words, and a letter from his own hand is no small matter. Discussing it, Jack was moved to
silence.“Biggest small town in North America” is how Harper describes Winnipeg. Topping the
news the day I arrived was a story on a local supermarket where the checkout staff hadn’t shown
up; patrons took the goods they wanted and left their money on the counter.Bitter cold in winter—
as Neil said, when you walk in the snow, you hear your feet squeak—and swarming with
mosquitoes in summer; one has to be of hardy stock to survive here. Incorporated in 1873,
Winnipeg’s location at the crossroads of the Red and Assiniboine rivers made it a center of trade
and a gateway to the West, populated by a diverse mix of Ukrainian, Jewish, British, Scottish
and native peoples.“There’s something to be said for the geography of the place,” said Winnipeg
rocker Randy Bachman, who achieved rock stardom through über-Canadian outfits the Guess



Who and Bachman Turner Overdrive. “It’s very isolated, in the middle of nowhere—it’s almost
dead center in the middle of North America.” Eastern Canadians can be downright snobbish,
characterizing the city as a hockey-and-prairie hicksville. “Winnipeg is nowherestown,” said
writer Juan Rodriguez. “It’s not even the windiest city.” But when asked to attend Canada’s
answer to the Grammies, the Juno Awards, Young said he’d attend on one condition: that
Winnipeg be allowed to host the show.“I think Neil’s values were shaped by this city, the prairie
mentality,” said Harper, and as we drove outside the city one day, across the endless prairie, I
heard the lonesome clanking of Young’s Harvest in my head. I felt a lot of Winnipeg in Neil.A big
music scene went on in Winnipeg during the early sixties, much of it involving a network of
community clubs. These neighborhood halls—invariably adjacent to the ubiquitous outdoor
hockey rink—served families in a multitude of ways. As Randy Bachman recalls, “On Sunday
night you’d find a wedding in there, on Tuesday a wedding shower, on Thursday they’d be
playing bingo. Somebody said, ‘Let’s give Friday night to the kids. Let’s have dances.’”For a buck
or under you could crowd into a club, see a band, drink a Pepsi and, if you were lucky, dance
with a member of the opposite sex. Beat-up phonographs blaring scratchy 45s provided
between-set entertainment. Innocence was the name of the game: Parents chaperoned the
dances, the drinking age was twenty-one and drugs were still off in the future. “It was a very
healthy environment,” said Jim Kale. “You didn’t have to worry about perverts screwing your
children, drive-by shootings—you didn’t have to worry about anything. It was all very
civilized.”Kale played bass for Allan’s Silvertones, aka Chad Allan and the Reflections, aka Chad
Allan and the Expressions, eventually and best known as the Guess Who. Chad Allan (aka Allan
Kowbel) and the Expressions were the kings of the community-club scene when Neil Young was
coming up, and Kale in particular would be a good friend, occasionally thrilling Young by letting
him borrow his much coveted Fender Concert amp, a rare piece of equipment in this prairie
town. “It was the first big amplifier anybody had in Winnipeg that had the name Fender on it,”
said Randy Bachman, the band’s guitarist and songwriter, whose playing would influence Neil’s
greatly. “The rest were from Sears.”There were scores of community clubs throughout Winnipeg,
and they proved fertile ground for up-and-coming bands seeking to develop their chops and
make a few bucks. Deejays were as popular as the bands; you were plugged on the radio and
guaranteed a good weekend crowd if you hooked up with a big jock like Bob Bradburn or Irving
“Doc” Steen. “Irv Steen was a bloody saint,” said Jim Kale, “a big-brother type of character. He’d
come out and be the master of ceremonies and take home a tumultuous ten dollars. He helped a
lot of kids.” CKY and CKRC were the big AM stations, and bands lip-synched on the local music
show, Teen Dance Party. Off-duty rockers congregated at the Paddlewheel, a restaurant in the
Hudson’s Bay department store downtown, or downed burgers at the Red Top, where CKRC’s
Jim Paulsen would interview bands live on the air.Saturday meant the ritual—take the bus
downtown, have fries with gravy at the Paddlewheel, then head to Lowe’s Music or Winnipeg
Piano to drool over the gear. Before Randy Bachman saved up enough to purchase his beloved
Chet Atkins Gretsch, there were countless visitations with Neil Young just to see it hanging in the



window. “We’d just stand there and stare, like it was a naked woman or something,” he said.Then
there were the nightclubs. Bankrolled by a retired farmer, the Twilight Zone, with its tiny stage,
was a big hangout for bands between gigs. The beatnik folkie crowd hung at the Fourth
Dimension, a coffeehouse that charged twenty-five cents admission by the hour. There was the
swanky Town and Country Supper Club and the notorious Cellar, a smoky basement dive where
fists and bottles flew. “The Cellar was a piece of shit,” said Jim Kale happily.Feeding the minds of
all these Canadian kids was an amazing confluence of radio waves made possible by a quirk of
geography. “The thing about Winnipeg is, it’s what they call the top of the great plains—it’s flat,
from Winnipeg almost to Texas,” said Randy Bachman. Meaning musichungry youths could
routinely pull in stations as far-flung as Shreveport and New Orleans, which exposed them to all
sorts of exotic regional sounds. As Bachman recalls, “I’d say, ‘Neil—were you listening to the
radio on Wednesday night? Did you hear that song by Slim Harpo? Do ya know how to do the
guitar thing?’ ’Cause I’d actually have my guitar in the middle of the night right by the radio and
hope they’d play the same song night after night. You’d try and figure out the blues chords, you’d
try to scribble down some of the lyrics.”“When you move in right up close next to me / That’s
when I get the shakes all over me,” wails Chad Allan on the Guess Who’s 1965 hit “Shakin’ All
Over.” Crudely recorded in the middle of the night on one mike at a local TV studio, with the
entire band plugged in to Kale’s Concert amp and awash in reverb, “Shakin’ All Over” is the
quintessential document of Winnipeg’s early scene: Allan’s desperate vocal, Bob Ashley’s
menacing rhythm piano, and Bachman wrenching violent exclamation points out of his
Gretsch.“Shakin’ All Over” had already been a hit in England for Johnny Kidd and the Pirates in
1960. Early on, a friend of Chad Allan’s had turned him on to his collection of English imports;
this led to Allan’s band becoming, in Bachman’s words, “the ultimate British copy band.” Allan
would inadvertently start a trend: Many Canadians had British roots, with relatives who became
conduits for overseas records. “They would send us their old 45s,” said Bachman. “It was brand-
new material for us. It made Winnipeg very different from anyplace else—we had this connection
to England. All the top stuff, way before the Beatles or Cliff Richard.”Some of the most influential
records from England in the early sixties were made by British pop idol Cliff Richard’s backing
group, the Shadows, who had a string of instrumental hits on their own. “The Shadows were
actually a four-piece band, but they sounded like a symphony,” said Bachman. Guitarist Hank B.
Marvin augmented his Fender Stratocaster with two key pieces of equipment that would also
become integral to Neil Young’s guitar sound: a whammy bar—a metal bar attached to the
bridge used for bending notes for maximum emotional effect—and an Echoplex, which creates
an echo controllable in terms of length and repetition. Marvin played with gizmos like these but
kept it clean and simple, the opposite of instrumental trash-rockers like Link Wray. “Hank Marvin
was the greatest melodic-guitar player,” said Bachman.A big baby-faced kid with a two-year
jump on Young, Randy Bachman could draw blood with a guitar from an early age. He sported a
big orange hollow-bodied Chet Atkins Gretsch—the guitar of his mentor, jazz whiz Lenny Breau
—that he fed in to a lethal piece of equipment: a German tape recorder that helped him replicate



one of the key elements of the Hank B. Marvin sound. Randy Bachman, as Young’s soon-to-be
bandmate Ken Koblun recalls with awe, “was the only guy in the city with echo.”Bachman
stumbled across the setup by accident. “I was desperate. I mean, you couldn’t even buy an amp
in Winnipeg, let alone an echo machine.” Bob Ashley’s mother was a schoolteacher and had a
Korting tape recorder to help with French lessons—until it was discovered that by slightly
repositioning the heads, you could create a gap that induced echo. “Out of the blue, I was able to
get a studio type of echo that Elvis had on ‘Blue Moon of Kentucky,’” said Bachman. “It blew my
mind, because it was the Hank Marvin/Shadows sound, y’see.”Bachman was another fanatic
when it came to sound. He’d study the solos on radio and records, then eyeball the guitarists of
any bands who came to town. “I used to go see Brenda Lee and the Casuals—‘Gee, the guy
played the solo on the fifteenth fret’—and I’d write it down.” Bachman said this was the only way
to learn in Winnipeg. “We didn’t know any of the notes on the guitar neck. We were all playing by
fake, feel and by ear.”Whatever Bachman picked up was then transferred to a protégé of his own.
“Neil would be standing at the foot of the stage, him and Koblun, and they’d be smiling, writing
stuff down,” Bachman recalls. “I wouldn’t show him anything, but he’d see where I played it on
the neck. Basically we both wanted to play the same thing—it was James Burton backing Ricky
Nelson, Scotty Moore backing Elvis, Hank Marvin backing Cliff Richard.”Randy Bachman was
my guitar-playin’ hero. He had a big influence on me. The best player in town. Had a lot of style.
Very funky. He had some kind of tape recorder that he had rigged up for his echo. It blew my
mind.I knew he’d been listenin’ to the same people I’d been listenin’ to—Jimmy Reed, the
Shadows. Randy was a big Hank B. Marvin fan, too. Marvin had this rich tone, kind of like a
brass, ballsy tone. Jet Harris, too—the bass player. They were the hot combo. Had a good
groove. Those dance steps were pretty wild. Holy shit. Doin’ the little twist and shake—they had
to be good to do all that and play. Just playin’ that shit woulda been real hard for me.But Randy
could really play. I couldn’t, but he could—and it’s still true to a great degree. I’ve gotten a little
better, and he’s still great. He’s just funky—a straight-ahead rock and roll guitar player. And in the
beginning, he was the happening guy. We’d go stand in the audience and watch. Allan Kowbel,
he was great. Bob Ashley, the piano player, he was really cool—big glasses, kinda nerd-lookin’.
Cool piano player—timing. Gary Petersen, drums. Jim Kale, the bass player, was really good—
Koblun used to go watch Kale, I used to go watch Randy. But I was impressed with the whole
fuckin’ band. I thought they were all great. There was no weak spot in that band, until a little later.
Back in Winnipeg, I listened to some old records that my mom had. They were not hard-core
blues, but there was some blue in them. When I really started gettin’ into it was hearin’ Jimmy
Reed. It must’ve been just around whenever I started learning how to play the guitar. And Sonny
Terry and Brownie McGhee came through Winnipeg. I saw that, and I liked what they were
doin’.Listenin’ on the radio, I heard “Baby What You Want Me to Do,” and oh, fuck. I just had to
have everything he did. First record was Just Jimmy Reed—it had “Goin’ to New York.” Then I
got Rockin’ with Reed. What a wonderful musician. Harmonica—I can’t play any of the shit he
plays. I still can’t. High, screechy notes, and yet they sound really mellow. So soulful and



squeaky, this alley-cat sound to it, man. Completely original. Fuck. Unconsciously great.I think he
uses really old harmonicas. That’s one thing—with guitar strings, too—a guitar sounds better
when it’s funky and you’re gonna break a string and you’re all outta shape. Those old strings
sound good. They’re mellower.When I do “Baby, What You Want Me to Do” with the Horse—I
mean, I’ve heard other people do it before, but I’ve never heard anybody play it like that—other
than Jimmy Reed. Because of that laidback beat, that steady, funky thing. I’m copyin’ him, it’s
fun, and people are groovin’ on it…. That’s the right way to approach a song like that, I think. It’s
not like I’m ever gonna be doin’ a definitive version of that song. There’s never gonna be a
definitive version on any of his songs—other than his. *Jimmy Reed proved that it doesn’t matter
what you play—it’s the feeling. ’Cause he played the same thing almost every fuckin’ song—the
changes were a little different, but always that riff—the turnaround riff. “Dededededuhduhduh …”
Where the fuck did that come from? Did he make it up or did he get it from someone else, and
why is it that he plays it in every song and yet it sounds okay? Seems to be a little different every
time he does it … Jimmy Reed just had it. There was no bass on those records. No bass. They
had a guitar tuned down—listen to any other record, tune in on the bass, then put his records on
—you’ll just hear low guitars. Pretty amazing. I still can never figure out what it is those people
play. It’s like watchin’ John Lee Hooker. You can’t tell what the fuck he’s doing. [Stray Gators
bassist] Tim Drummond showed me the real notes, but it still doesn’t sound right when I do
it.Rassy and Neil’s first address in Winnipeg was Gray Apartments, number 5, in the working-
class neighborhood of Fort Rouge. The location had been picked for Rassy by her mother, Pearl.
Sister Toots and her husband, Neil, also lived nearby and were supportive of Rassy until even
they could no longer take the bitter person she’d become after the divorce. “She was
antagonizing one old friend after another until she had hardly a friend left,” said Toots. “Rassy
never left anything alone.”Rassy supplemented her alimony by, improbably enough, becoming a
panelist on a local TV quiz show. Hosted by crusty Englishman Stewart MacPherson, CJAY’s
Twenty Questions featured panelists Nola Halter, Rassy and a man named Bill Trebilcoe, who
would become Rassy’s last romantic interest. The object of the program was to guess, in just
twenty questions, who or what the mystery guest was. It earned Rassy the grand sum of $70 a
week.It is unfortunate that no copies of the program seem to exist, because it is said that Rassy
proved a lively panelist. “I think Stew was fascinated by Rassy because she was pretty
convoluted,” said Halter. “Rassy would ask the most bizarre questions, oh God! And the rest of
us would just slide over and get ready to croak.”Rassy and Neil were quite a pair. “It was like
sittin’ around with a couple of martians,” remembers Neil’s future bandmate Allen Bates. “Rassy,
this woman, she was from another planet—those black eyes, just like Neil. His eyes cut right
through you. If you were tryin’ to hide somethin’, forget it.”“Neil was a sweetheart of a boy, lovely
to his mother,” said Halter. “He listened to her.” In return, said Snooky, “there was never a
moment that Rassy didn’t think that Neil hung the moon.”Although there were a few battles on
the subject, Rassy would be the first to recognize how serious Neil’s obsession with music was,
and she encouraged it. “I figured anybody who was practicing like Neil was—at six, eight, hours



at a stretch—wasn’t just fooling around. Neil was so determined you knew it was a matter of
time, and not long, either. That guitar grew right out of the end of his arm. Never left it for five
minutes.”While attending Earl Grey School, Young took lessons on guitar from a Mr. Jack
Riddell, but only two. Mostly Neil just played by himself in his room, exiting just to torture his
mother. “He’d do stuff deliberately to drive me crazy. ‘Ghost Riders in the Sky’—he’d play that
beautifully, then go flat right at the end—on purpose.” Feigning illness, Neil stayed home from
school one day, only to declare himself recovered in time for band practice. Realizing she’d been
had, Rassy refused to let him go. “Neil went to his bedroom muttering away. Half an hour later he
came out and sang this song—it had four million verses—‘My Mother Is a Fink.’ I nearly died
laughing. He never got one of those phony illnesses again.”The lonesome sound of Neil’s music
got to his mother. “To me his music always had a sort of forlorn and desolate undertone,” Rassy
would tell her son Bob. “At times I would wonder why his face would light up with a sort of joy
when he’d play something that was so sad it brought tears to my eyes.”Neil can’t come up with
any particular reason why he wanted to make music, although almost every other musician I’ve
talked to cites the same inspiration: “Anyone that tells you they didn’t get into rock and roll to get
laid,” said Graham Nash, “is lying.”I dunno why I played rock and roll. I don’t think it was to get
laid, because I don’t think I got laid for fuckin’ years after I got into rock and roll. I think I was in
Fort William when I got laid. Me and a nice little Indian and a deejay. The first time was not really
that great … at least I didn’t get any diseases. So it was good.A Harmony Monterey. I think I
bought it at the little music store in Winnipeg that had Fender equipment and old stuff … I
might’ve gotten it in a pawnshop. Thirty bucks. I had two guitar lessons … Mr. Riddell taught me
everything I know in those two lessons. I would play quite a bit at home in my room on Grosvenor
Avenue. I wrote “No” in my bedroom.—Was “No” a significant first song?I guess it might. Not a
very positive beginning to my songwriting— “NO!” That was the chorus—“NO, NO, NO!” Maybe
that’s where I developed my negative attitude, heh heh. That song was my foundation.
Something had to be a counterpoint to the positive things I was seeing everywhere else.I’d work
out stuff on my own. Sometimes I’d learn records by listening ’em—like Shadows records—I’d try
to learn ’em, try to figure out what fuckin’ chord it was and what they were doing. I mostly learned
all that stuff from watching Randy Bachman, though. He knew more about music than I did, so
he’d learn it, and I’d learn it by watchin’ him.I tried to make a reverb out of a garden hose. It didn’t
work too well. You stick a mike in the end of the hose and wrap the hose along the way—about
fifty feet of it. You have a small speaker on the other end and you put, like, a funnel on—the
sound goes into the garden hose, through a funnel, out the other end into the microphone, back
into the fuckin’ amp … I could never get it to work. But I saw this diagram of “How to Make Your
Own Reverb” … I still wanna try and get it working someday, only this time I think I’d use
galvanized conduit or something. Get a little more metallic sound happening.Outlandishly tall
with thinning hair, glasses and an inscrutable face, Ken Koblun walked outside to have a smoke
after our interview. This led into a mindless discussion of smoking, during which I asked him how
he got started. “Neil,” he said blandly. “He told me, ‘Real men inhale.’”One of the first of a



hundred odd ducks Young would gravitate to, Ken Koblun would be Neil’s principal musical
cohort for the next few years. Koblun was equally obsessed by music and documented every gig
and dollar earned in a meticulous diary Neil called “The Gospel According to Ken.” When Neil
asked Ken to switch to bass, Ken gave up guitar. When Neil quit school, Ken quit school. Ken
would follow Neil to Thunder Bay, Toronto, even New York. As Scott Young put it, “I think maybe
Neil led Ken Koblun into areas that he couldn’t handle.”



Aztex, “Not perfect but a daring unique biography!. I'm conflicted on this one!Much of it is THE
BEST biography ever! A wonderful format intertwined with "innaresting" conversations with Neil.
At the same time it pauses way to frequently to paint portraits of each character. Four pages of
comments from artist about Elliot!? That's a real who cares picture that could paint itself through
time.It also struck me JmcD was not much of a fan which works well on one level but ends up
interjecting negative opinions on recordings. Key thing is NY's market much of the time was high
school long hair, flannel wearing, Red Wing boot, stoner males. WE LOVED 4 Way Street! WE
LOVED the extended loose jams! Heck at the time before I understood guitar I considered NY
one of THE best guitarist EVER! Hendrix like! On one level this is true as he get right to it with
very little extra. But of course he's an average picker who took mediocre guitar abilities to the top
of the heap!Has great in depth stories about each album especially the Ditch Trilogy and pulls no
punches on sensitive topics like Witten and Berry with NY chiming in on each.NY steps up each
time and while he'd take long breaks and who know what's not included or refused by NY there
are plenty of personal opinions and truths to really make for some unsettling real reading.It's a
long book and can be intense. I had to take a break after Tonights the Night to digest it all!Not
perfect but a daring unique biography!”

John Sloop, “This book helped me explore the full catalogue. What a beautifully complex
character. We all know a little about Neil but, never being a huge fan, I was reading the book to
get a picture of someone who was always interesting to me but whom I had never explored. I
was floored by the complexities that were outline in this book. Wonderful stories and the
interweaving of Neil's voice with others telling the same stories differently made for a wildly
entertaining ride.After reading the book, I felt encouraged to explore his catalogue more and was
completely blown away by the so-called ditch trilogy. Those three albums have since become
huge favorites of mine. Weird how a book, rather than the sounds, got me into an exploration of
the music.  But here I am.”

R. Ruddock, “As good a biography as Neil fans will ever get.. This will forever be the definitive
biography of Neil Young for one, simple reason: no one else is going to, or even can at this point,
write one nearly as detailed. Many of the key figures who were with Neil during his formative
years are now gone. David Briggs. Ben Keith. Larry Johnson. Neil's parents. Carrie Snodgress.
And that's just a sampling of the ones McDonough talked to.Jimmy McDonough is pretty clearly
a near-superfan of Young, and that's where many of the less than stellar reviews of this book
come into play. Yes, Jimmy often inserts himself into the story in ways that many would argue a
biographer should not. And yes, Jimmy is sometimes willing to gloss over the train wrecks Neil
left behind him at the urging of "the muse" or whatever fleeting feeling he had at a given
moment, sometimes ignoring that his actions did indeed have consequences for people other



than himself.The thing is this: McDonough's book is so painstakingly detailed and researched
that attempting to write anything coming close to it for sheer completeness would be folly.
McDonough also manages to scrape together a pretty cohesive timeline of "the ditch years"
from '73 to '75, a time Neil has more and more smoothed over as a good 'ol boys-being-boys
adventure with a lot of drugs, booze, and bad decisions. McDonough paints a much less pretty
picture, with a lot more gritty detail and emotion - this was a time of sadness, anger, and
desperation in Neil's career, and I think Jimmy hits it right on the head when he says no one
really knew if Neil was going to make it out. They were dicey times because of his lifestyle, as
dicey as they ever got. There's stuff in there that Neil just won't talk about today because, as he
says in his own autobiographies, he could be a really angry, irrational guy. There's a reason
Jimmy and Neil were so on-again off-again while he was writing this book - Jimmy was poking
around in history where Neil wasn't comfortable. Hell, Neil threatened to sue him if he published
for a while there in the 90s.Could the book be shorter? Absolutely. I can't even get into Neil's toy
train obsession - it's tedious stuff. And the latter years portions of the book are a little tainted by
McDonough's self-involvement in Neil's life. Granted, doing a biography on Neil Young probably
put 5 extra years on Jimmy's face, so I think he gets a pass on some of it. This cannot have been
an easy book to finish.It's not perfect, but it's as close as we'll get. If you want a book that doesn't
ignore the ugly parts of Neil's career, even relishes in them at times, this is one of a kind, and
always will be.”

STEVE CURETON, “Highly recommended book. Neil has decades of great songs & different
stylings to share. Jimmy digs in & makes it better!!!. Very detailed without being text book boring.
Jimmy is one fine writer & passionate about music. When the two are combined expect a "page
turner." Few have ever had such a long and varied career & Neil is still plying & writing great
songs. He's stuck to his "principles." Might help you answer without further investigations ...
recordings from CSN available at the same time period when a release from CSN&Y was also
available. Neil gets involved when he's moved towards a cause. Farm Aid would be a good
example. Loves big old clunky cars ... but, the guilt of the efficiency & pollution moved him to
become involved with modifications for big ole' electric & bio diesels. Two seriously handicapped
sons got his wife & himself looking for and coming up with help. He owns one of Hank William's
guitars .. I've heard him state this off the stage "don't expect to see this ever hanging on the wall
of a Hard Rock Cafe." I'm not certain the legal angles, but this labor of love was held back from
release for many years & grievances were heard in several courtrooms. Bravo Jimmy & Neil ..
glad it got to be read by the light of day. Don't expect an MTV "behind the music" type of thing
here. Principles!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “BRILLIANT. BRILLIANT”

gibson, “Four Stars. GREAT BOOK”



The book by Jimmy McDonough has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 394 people have provided
feedback.
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